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EREl!'ACh 

T'he question "What is truth?" which is as old 

as philosophy, often prompts groans, looks of exaspera-

tion and is often considered to be a banal, w.crn-out and, 

in some cases, an unansvverable Question. Old though the 

question. may be, it still catches our interest no matter 

how many times our search for an answer has been fruitless 

Repeatedly, we try to find an answer to this question, 
! 
'knowing that the answer is of great significance. 

In this thesis, 1 discuss Merleau--.]:Jonty's new 

answer to this old cJuestion. T'hose looking for a clear-

cut discussion in his writings in which he examines truth 

explicitly and at length, will be disappointed. Instead, 

they will find throughout his writings, short discourses 

and statements about truth. In my thesis, I have attempted 

to pierce through Merleau-Ponty's'various ways of des-

cribing truth to discover the kernel of his thought, to 

find what he'understood truth to be and, also, to argue 

that lVlerleau-l:'onty's understanding of truth was a departure 

from traditional ways of understanding truth. 
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I 

THE PROBLEM OF TRUTH 

.. d I ", 't/ Le SOUCl e a verl ,e 
exterieure denote la bassesse 

contemporaire et l'art deviendra, 
si I' on continue, j e ne sais quelle 

iocambole au dessous de la religion 
comme po~sie et de la politique comme 

inter~t.. I 

G" Flaubert 

To philosophize is to seek the truth. Hence, 

man's understanding of the nature of philosophy and of 

truth have always been intimately associated. A philo-

sopher's answers to the questions "What is philosophy?" 

and "\'fuat is truth?" bask in each .other' slight, sus-

taining and supporting each other. In other words, the 

answers are co-reflexive.. The thought of maurice lVIerleau-

Ponty is not an exception to this long tradition. However, 

Merleau-Ponty's understanding of truth is a radical dep~ 

ture from the traditional notions of truth. Throughout 

the history of philosophy truth has usually been considered 

to be something external to man or within man, the subject. 

Truth was an obj ect or a property of an obj ect vvhich was 

to be known, experienced or achieved, often after a long, 

1 



arduous pursuit. Attendent upon the early phenomenolo

gists' call for philosophy to be radical reflexion which 

would open up a "promised land" was a new understanding 

of truth. 

Merleau-Ponty agreed with Edmund Husserl that 

the task and service of phenomenology was to clarify the 

meaning of the world and to render understandable the 

precise sense in which everyone acc'epts wjth undeniable 

right the existence of the world and of themselves. In 

2 

his attempt to understand man's experience in the lived, 

familiar world (Lebenswel t), m:e-rl eau-Ponty found inadequat e 

the traditional subjective and objective philosophies and 

attempted to go beyond these traditional ways of under

standing man and his relation to the world to an under

standing of man-and his relation to the world which was 

more faithful t.o man's lived experience in the world. In 

the course of this this thesis, the reasons why lVIerleau

Ponty considered it necessary to find an alternative to 

tradjtional objectivism and subjectivism will be discussed. 

The early phenomenologists suggested that man's 

relationship to the world and to truth did not have the 

dualistic subject-object form. Thus, truth is not exter

nal to man and, on the other hand, truth is not "within" 

man. "Truth does not ' inhabit only the inner man' or 

mor accurately there is no -inner man, man is in the 

world and only in the world does he know himself. When 
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I return to myself from an excursion into the realm of 

dogmatic common~sense or of science, I find not a source 

of intrinsic truth, but a subject destined to be in the· 

1 - 2 wor Ci." It is evident that Vlerleau-Ponty's apprDach 

to the problem of truth is j.ndebted to Edmund Husserl 

who, considering that man inhabiting the world is at the 

junction of nature, body and philosophical consciousneE's, 
.. 

maintained that the solutions to all problems are not to 

be found vii thin us or in the ' • .'0 1"1 el 0 If thes e tV'iO avenues 

are cul·-de-sacs, what alternative is open to u,s? In order 

·to solve this problem of truth we must return to our pr~ 

senco in the v;orld, the body subj ect O_e_cor12..s_E?::'01?T_~). 

Man who is in the 'iiorld, is in truth & I,ike being, truth 

i.s a coD.di. tion for and of man t s being-in-the-world (Gu-L:F.~-= 

.§l.u-monde) 0 Given ·that truth is here, in the world enfulfin{ 

us, it will present problems for one trying to study truth--

the transparency supporting and permeating our lives 0 Vre 

. are embedded in v.'hat we are trying to see. In the per-

ceived rlOrld,I\\Ne experience a truth which shoVis through and 

envelops us rather thEm being held and circ1.1IDscribed by 

·our mind. ,,3 Our wonder lIin the face of the world II is a 

wonder in the sj€.ht of truth. Just as the only r'8.y to 

understcmd the \'Iorld wo find ourselves li vine; throll gh is 

the method of radice1 ref1exion or, in other ~ords, a con-

sciousness of our ultimate depenclC:;11ce on em unreflective 



. life which is our initial situation, unchanging, given 

one e and for all_, 4 the onl;T way to understand the phen-

omenon of truth is by means of the method of radical 

reflexj.on. Reflexion, states r.ierleau.-Ponty, "tries to 

render expli~it 'an experience of truth. ~,5 

4 

If one is to understand i;~erleau-J?onty' s vier., of· 

the nature and purpose of philosophy, j.t is necessary 

that one understand his conception of truth. Thus, this. 

thesis will attempt to examine r'!Ierleau-1:ont;y's understan-

ding of truth. In response to the old questions "What is 

philosophy?" and "What is truth?" Iilerleau-Ponty does not 

think that one can accept the traditional ansvrers. He 

suggests that the inadeouateness of past responses is 

due to a misunderstanding of the nature of philosophy cmd, 

secondly, the nature of men's relationshj p to the v/Orld. 

Inst ead of turning· our back on the old answers, tIerl eHU-

Ponty reCOlTI.lilends that we look anew at the source of these 

'fundemental C'uestions: 

Philosophy does not raise cuestions and does 
not provide anSViers that \Y0111d little by 
Ijttle fill in the.blanks •••• Philosophy does 
not t~ce the context as Given, it turns back 
upon it in order to seck the origin and the 
meaning of the ('uGstions and of the responf3es 
and the identity of him who luGstions ••••• 6 . 

Often it is th01).[)lt that in light of M:erleau-Ponty's 

premature death in 1961, prj.or to the completion of 

L ~ Or~jl~E_~_~-.J-...:~Y_~i !.~, it is not po[;si bl e to understand 



Merleau-Ponty's theory of truth. Throughout his works, 

he has led us to a pinnacle: 

We are obliged to answer these cuestj.ons 
first vvi th a theory of truth and then with 
a theory of inter-subjectivity •••• But the 
philosophical foundations of these essays 
are still to be rigorously elaborated. I 
am now working on

7 
two books dealing with a 

theory of truth. 

His project was unfinished~. Expectations were not met .. 

Thus, it is often argued that Merleau-Ponty left unan-

5 

swered the cU8stion IIWhat is truth?" This view naively 

overlooks the fact that all projects are left unfinished. 

None of us will say our "last word". Recognizing this 

bar-;ic fact in hi s memoriam, Dufrenne wrote: "Th1erleau-Ponty 

mourrait sans avoir \lit 
/\ son dernier mot, mais peut-etre 

J. t amitie 1 t emportai t-elle alo1"s sur la raison: nous savons 

bien qu'il n'y a pas de dernier mot, que nulle mort ne 
, . . / \ 

vient a son heure, et .cue nulle ponsee ne s'acheve. Une 

oeuvre est touj ours un proj et 4> ,,8 To ar@,ue that Merleau

Ponty died prior to the writing of L' Origine cle l~ Ver..i:t'~ 

and, therefore, that it is impossible to understand his 

theory of truth is akin to arguing that by virtue of 

Mozart dying without writing a book on the theory of 

aesthetics, we can not Imow Ivlozart t s views reE';arding 

aesthetics. Just.as Mozart's understanding of beauty 

permeates and is manifested in his music and, ultimately, 

. . dfl\. f h . 11 1 I-~s the !EUSgP. .. e \ire 0 is mus~c, 1.1er eau-}'on-lJY's under-
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standing of truth permeates and is manifested in his 
A 

writings and is ~he raison d'etre of his work. 

Throughout all his writings, r:;erleau-Ponty' s 

constant interest in the notion of truth is evident •. For 

:instanc e, in his first article, published in 1933, \<'1hich 

was a review of Jean-Paul S8.rtre's art.icle "L'Imaginaire", 

Merleau-Ponty wrote: 

••• On sait en effet cue pour Husserl ce n'est 
m&ne pas vne psychologie e'i de-tic"ue Cl).i nous 
donnerait la verite concernant la conscience; 
cette verite nc pourrai t $'tre 2.tteinte (1)e -8i 
lIon abandonne l'attitucle~natur'elle, Ie 'r6'alisme 
de la connaissance commune et de toutes les 

. +. 1 .... sc~ences pour Ul1e at v~ tude trrU1scondent3 .. e au 
toutesoles choses se resolvent en si[~nif'ica-: 
tions • ../ 

"On another occo.sion, in one of his last published articles, 

Merleau .... Ponty revealed that the -problem of truth had not 

been discussed by himself to hjs satisfaction$ Uru1appy 

vd_th his efforts tOo understand truth in terms of perc ep-

tion he stated that it was necessary "to give a precise 

description of the passage of perceptual faith into 

explicit truth as we encounter it in the level of language-, 

concept, and the cultural world_"10 

Thus, although I.Ierleau-Ponty did die before com-

pleting his discussion of trl)_th to his own satisfnction, 

his understanding of truth is to be- found in all of his 

wrjtings. Hence, in this thesis, I will take a point of 

view contrary to that of Jean-raul Sartre' s. "S8ortre a 
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di t que Merleau-P onty mourrai t des~spere parce que 

l'existence ne trouvait pas sa verite et ~u'il se re-

7 

fugia dans cette historicite primordiale, cette ontologie 
. ,,11 

fondamentale. l will argue that, lVl erleau-P onty died, as 

we all will die, without finishing his task but that he 

did not die in despair. 

M erleau-P onty states that man is condemned to 

meaning. vve find ourselves ~.n a world which is not only 

"there" but also in a world which has meaning. 
II· 

The phil-
,,12 

osopher is the man who wakes up and speaks. ~herefore, 

the philosopher is condemned to be expressive and'phil-

osophy is expression. Addressing the College de France, 

I'Ilerleau-Ponty explained the rela,tionship of philosophy 

and expression in this manner: 

••• Expression presupposes someone who expresses, 
a truth which he expresses, and the others be
fore whom he expresses himself. The postulate 
of expression and of philosophy is that it can 
simultaneously satisfy three conditions. Phil
osophy can never be a tete-a-t~te of the phil
osopher with the true. It cannot be a judgment 
given from on high on life, the world, history 

, ~s if the .:e..hilosopher wer,e not part. of i t--nor 
can it subordinate the internally recogrnzed 
truth t,o any exterior instance of it'. It musit 
go beyond this alternative.13 

~:hat which is express'ed is always ins eparable from its 

expression. Thus, truth is always inseparable from the 

expression which accomplishes and conveys truth. 

In one of his last essays. "1e Philosophe et la 

S ociologie" ·IVl erleau-Ponty' suggested that the only vvay to 
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understand the truth v;hj ch we are embedded· in is by means 

of our tlin.~erenc'e tI in the world. At firBt it may ajJpear 

that our inhabiting of the viorld destroys all truth; ho\'~ 

ever, an understanding of our relationship to the V'iorld 

will pave the' way to a new notion of truth.14 Tilan must 

realize that he can never search beyond his inherence in 

the v:orld r;hen trying to uncterstand the idea of truth& 

!I.'he source or tSTound of truth is the perceived vlorld (Ie 

mon.de· ~§Y.) and my IInatal bond" with t,he Ilvorld" The 

meaning of this union can only be found and understood 

wi thin the all~encompassing bounds of my contact V'ii th the: 

world. An understanding of the world we are grafted into 

on account of the inseparable union of l~~2..nc3.e E.er.£~ and 

underst8,ndbeing, meaning and truth vvhich are engulfing 

us who are implanted in the world. There is only one way 

to come to an understanding of the v'lorld and th8,t is by 

means of our inherence or contact with the world: 

The secret of the world that we are seeking 
must necessarily be contained in my contact 
with it. Ina~much as I live it, I possess 
the meaning of everything I live, other~ise 
I would not live it; and I ::1eek no liC11t con
cerning the world except by consulting, by 
malting eX::Jlj cit, my fre\1),enting £f the world, 
by comprehending it from within. ~ 

Considering that we have &'1. idea of truth and that we are 

inescapably rooted in bein{t and truth, vie can only come 

to understand t.ruth y;i thin the bOl::nds of our bein[;-in-the-



world. 9 

On the one hand, I.'ferleau-Fonty states that we are 

always in the truth and, on the other hapd, he states that 

we bring truth into being. We discover and, at the same 

time, create truth. In order to clarify rEerleau-rontyts 

understanding of truth, I plan,first, to discuss the 

ground and structure of truth and, secondly, the nct of 

truth e Then, in the final chapter, I will dir::;cuss I,Ierleau-

Panty's new anSvYer to the old cuestion "What is truth?1I 
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THE GROUND AND STRUCTURE OF TRUTH 

Everything, indeed, is at 
least two-fold. 1 

M. Proust .. 

As we have seen Merleau-Ponty proposes than an 

alternative is needed to the traditional views that truth 

can be found "within" or "outside" of man. Phenomenolob.Y 

must go beyond these alternatives. Before proceeding to 

discuss Merleau-Ponty's understanding of' the world and 

·man's relationship to the world which is the basis of his 

understanding of truth, we should first examine why 

Merleau-Ponty found~it necessary to depart from tradi

tional subj ecti vism and obj ecti vi'sm and, at the same time, 

the traditional subjective and objective theories of truth. 

Merleau-Ponty's philosophy can be characterized 

as an attempt to go beyond the either/or way of under-

standing the world: either one accepts subjectivism or 

objectivism, idealism or realism. None of these philos~ 

phical dispositions are adequate suggests Merleau-Pontyo 

Let us see why merleau-Po.nty found these approaches unsatis-

10 
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factory • 

. Early in his first published book, The structure 
. 

of BehayiouI" Merleau-Ponty characterizes. the 'Nays of 

accounting for man's being in the world which he proposes 

must be replaced because they fail to assist him in his 

attempt to ·unders-tand the relationship betv,een conscious-

ness and nature: 

••• ~there.exists side by side a philosophy on 
'one hand which makes of every nature an obj ec

,tive unity constituted viv-a-vis consciousness 
and, on the ather hand, consciousness which 
treats the. organism and consciousness as trlO 

. orders of reality and in their recil)rocal 
. 1 t' (I ff' t U .::J" " L re a.loD, as _e ~ec s anl..l. causes-. 

M erleau-20nty' s criticisms of. these philosophical vim-is 

are based ~ upon his understanding of TIl an , s relationship to 

the world. Traditional subjective and objective accolints 

of man's relationship to the world are forms' of vthat HusserI 

palled the natural attitude. These accounts are unsatis

factorY-because: 

they reduce all phenomena which bears witness 
·to the union. of subj ect and the vvorld, putting in 
their place the clear idea of the object in 
itself and of the subject as pure conscious
ness. t therefore severs·the links which3 unite the thing and the embodied subj ect. 

These approaches fail because they are unfaithful to our 

lived experience in the world. Prior to any analysis I 

. know that I exist and that the world exists. l'roofs of 

the world's existence and my existence are unfaithful to 

my most primitive belief in the world's existenc~ and my 
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inherenc e in the y'·:orld ~ Of all things, I can be certain 

that the world exists and that Iam inhabiting the world. 

Anal;,{sis and proof of the vvorld' sexist enc e overlook and 

presuppose our primordial belief in the world's existence • 

. This I?rimordial belief, called Urdoxa by Husserl is: 

the momentum which carries us beyond sub
jectivity, which gives us our place in the 
world prior to any science and any verifi
ca:cion 1 thI"'Ough a kind of 'fed th t or 'primary 
opinion f

--4 '. 

The proper concern of philosophy is not to analyze the 

status of the world and man's relationship to the \"lorld, 

because our relationship to the vvorld vihiell we Ii VB every 

moment can not be clarified by further analysis: IIphilo-

sophy ca.n only plac e it onc e more before our eyes and 

t . . t ft' f' t . ,,5 presen '1' or our ra 1 lca lon •. Philosophy's task is 

-not to prove the existence of \-'{hat V'le experience hu.t, 

itistead, to bring to our attention once more o~r relation-

ship to the world in order to deepen our understanding of 

our lived experience in the world. 

We will not reach a deeper understanding of our 

relationship to the world if we suspend our belief in the 

world or detach ourselves from the world because all our 

knowledge springs from our presence in the world in which 

we find ourselves inhabitj.ng prior to any analysis or 

deduction of its existence. In directing his in(uiry 

toviEl.rds a study' of man's being in the world, 1\:erle2.u-Ponty 
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offered an alternative to either idealism or reali.sm in 

which consciousness and the world vvould be reciprocally 

related and ... interdependent. Thus, for' Marleau-Ponty, 

"phenomenology became a way of showing the essential 

involvement of human existence in the vvorld, starting 

- 6 
. wi th everyday perception. I, 

Considering tb.at the source of all knowled ge ,is 

my lived experience in the world, one should leave behind 
. . 

all scientific idealistic or realistic explanations of 

exist enc e. N ei ther is man. "a 'living creature' nor even 

'.. • - - , II !'[ grlr. t . . 8. -man-, nor aga1h even 'a conSC1ousness. iHJ.a 1S mEU1., 

.thon? . In response to this question,Merleau-Ponty states: 

I am the absolute source, my e:d,stence does 
not soem from my antecedents, from my physical 
and social environment; instead it moves out 
towards them and sustains them, for I alone 
bring into being for myself (and therefore 
into being in the only sanse that the·world 
can have for me)8the tradition which I olect 
to carryon, ••• 

It is futile to attempt to prove and analyze my 

existence and the vvorlc1' s existence by means of detaching 

consciou::mess from the world because, even if one could 

separate consciousness from the world, to detach oneself 

from tho world would not load one to a, proof of the world's 

existence. We do not need to prove that the world does 

exist because the v;orld' s exi2tence is self-evident. The 

task of one philosopher is not to prove the world's exi~

tonce but to· describe the vvander of t~le world. liThe real 
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has to be described, not constructed or formed",9 advises 

lVIerleau-Ponty. AI though ana.lytical reflexion' s starting 

point is our experience of the world, it-returns to a 

subject lIas the condition of possibility distinct from 

. that appearance, revealing the all-embracing synthesis 

. as that without which there would be no world e ,,10 Thus, 

analytical reflexion leaves the realm of experience and. 

offers instead a IIreconstruction"ll of our experience in 

the world. 

The world we are rooted in is not an intentional 

object whose being is bestowed upon it by a consciousness 

and neither is the world an entity existing independently 

of man· and, also, the world is not an object from which 

man can detach himself or s·usp:end belief in.' The \¥orld 

"is not an object such that I have·in my possession the 

law of its making; it is the natural setting of, and field 

for, all my thoughts and all my explicit perceptionse il12 

Furthermore, the true ,cogi to which for Merleau":Ponty is 

being-in-the-world does not define the subject's existence 

in terms of the thought he has of existing and, also, 

"does not convert the indubilability of thought about 

the world, nor finally does it replace the world itself by 

the world of meaning_"13 Instead of taking either 01' 

these courses, "it recognizes my thought itself as an 

inalienable fact, . and does away with any kind of idealism 



in revealing me as t being-in.-the-world ' • ,,14 

. Furthermore, we must not question whether we 

perceive a world. Instead, we must say: "the world 

is what we perceiveo"15 The final court of appeal in 

these matters is e.xperience" I know that tb.ere is a 

world because I find myself present in the world: 

The world is not what I think but what I 
l,j ve through: I am open to the world, I 
have no doubt that I am in communication 
with it, but I do not possess it; it is 
inexhaustible e f There is a world', or 
rather: 'There is the world'; I can never 
completely account for this ever-reiterated 
assertion in my life e 16 

15 

.We choose the ,world and simultaneously we are chosen by 

the world. Together, the world and man are the setting 

or field of our lived experience." The subject which I 

am, is inseparably united with the body and the world 

in which the body, .in turn, is inseparably bound .. 

Traditional sUbjectivist- ahd objectivist theories 

are unsatisfactory because they overlooked man's primor-

dial belief in the existence.of the world and were un-:-

faithful to man's lived experience. Considering that 

man's relationship to the world and its contents can not 

be adequately understood by either of these two traditional 

approaches, neither can truth be understood in terms of tra

ditional subjectivist or objectivistic theories. Tradition

ally truth has usually been considered to be a property of a 

proposition or an object, As we have seen, Merleau-Ponty 
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does not think v;hatever is a}Jprehended in the vlOrld has 

its meaning bestowed upon it by a consciousness and 

neither does anything exist independently of the subject: 

they are both reciprocall;y related. Like the \'ior1d, 

truth is not an intention whose meaning is bestowed upon 

it by an act of conscioDsnesB and neither is truth a 

propert:'l of an event or ol,j ect exif:'.ting independently of 

the subj ect.. Furthermore, cmd more si e'.nificantly, the 

tradition<:"l theories of truth are unacceptable because 
. 

they consider truth to be a property of an object, pro-

posi tion or judginent & For Tilcrleau-r-onty, truth is not a 

, property: it is our milieu, a mocle of being-in-the-world, 

which is brOlJ.[)lt into 8yj.stence. 'by philos,ophy like beauty 

is brought into existence by art .. 

Having discussed why IIJerleau-Fonty consj,derecl truth 

to be something not fonnd flwithin'! or 11 0utsicle" of man, 

we <:',re now in a position to examine "IJerleau-.Ponty's al ter-

native to traeb tional subj ectivist ancl obj ecti viet accounts 

of man's lived experience ancl theories of tr1),th" 
/ 

"The way out is via the' cloor 6 Why is it tho,t no 

one will use thj s method?" asked Confucius. In this c<:',se, 

the door is the gr'ound: the cloor to truth is the grotmd 
, 

of truth which is the phenomenological, perceived or natural 

world "insep,arable from subjectivity and intersubjectivity .. ,;L7 

The 1J~timate philosophical problem, admits I/;:erleau-I'onty, 
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is to understand hOVl we a.re pro j ects of t:h.e world 0 

.' To begin' with, contrary to HU.sserl, rlierleau-Ponty 

does not consider the world to be a correlate of a pure 

.ego. The vwrld f E: existence is not dep.endent upon the 

constitution.of the world by a consciousness, not upon 

my "thinking the vlOrld ", but instead upon my living 

through the world 0 Vf.h8.t do es this mean? The world is 

not constituted by my conscioucness of the world~ To 

the contra.ry, consciousness finds itself already at work 

in the world which is presented to us through perception 

prior to any analysis on our part. The world we find 

ourselves living thr01.Jg.b is not the "real n objective 

world and neither is the v;orld the correlate of an inten-

ding consc:\-ousness. The \vorld and man are inseparably 

. bOlmd together: 

The world is insepo..rable from the :.::ubj ect ,. 
but the subject is nothIng b1J.t a project 
of t.he r,;orld, but from a Y/o1"1d which he 
himself pro j ects e The E;ubj ect is being
.in-the-v.'orld, and the v.'orld remains 'sub-
j ecti ve t sinc e its texture and articul8.tiol1s 
are indicated b~ the subject's movement of 
transcendenc e. l '. . -

AI thou€h I'ferleau-Ponty is critical of traditional 

real} stic and obj ectivistic thou[:;ht, Merleau-Ponty' ~3 under-

standing of .the world is subjective because he considers 

the world's existence to be r~lative to the existential 

proj ects of the bodily 8ubj ect.. f',ierleau-I'onty is not sug-
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gesting.that the world is an intention of cone-ciousness 

and neither is h~ suggesting that the y:orld can exist 

independently of the subj ect. The world, suggests VIerleo.u,

Ponty, has meaning solely in terms' of its relation to the 

. body-subj ect, ".,hich is a power of meaning and expression, 

and, thus, it can be said that fJerleau-}'onty has idealized 

the vvorld 0 The world which is the correlate of our bodily 

subjectivity is the phenomenal,perceived or natural world: 

The na,tural vwrld is the hori zan of a.ll hori zons , 
the style of all possible style.s, which gu8T

anteeE~ for my experiences a giv.en, not a willed 
unity u..l1derlying all the disruption of my 
personal and historical lifeG Its counter-
part 'Ni thin me ie- the given, generEi.l and pre
pere-onal existence of my sensory fV.nctions in 
whichl~e have discovered the definition of the 
bodY6 . . 

. Merleauft-Ponty' s understanding of the world is deeply 

influenced. by Huss.erl t s notion of intentionality. Husserl 

had suggested that· the world vms an intention of a tr8.ns-

cendental ego and,' on the other hand; Merleau-Ponty sug-

gests that the world exists for the body-subject. One 

realizes the inadeqli.acy of obj ectiviot thou[.,ht when one 

discovers tha.t the world one inhabits can not exie.t in-

itself. Contrary to realism's suggestion that cone-ciou~ 

ness is a representation or a reflection, JtJ:erlea.u-Ponty 

proposes that the realm of ex~erience is not a diluted 

reproduction of a world "out there" existing in·-i 1;001f 

and independently of the mind. By virtue of not accepting 



the idea that the world is merely a conceived viforld and, 

,'secondly, by virtue of not accepting th'e idea that con-

sciousness is a fabrication or a reflection of a world 

existing independently of consciousness, merleau-Ponty , 

, tiies ~o ~nite extreme subjectivism and bbjectivism: 

every subject is a project of the world, or, in other 

words, a being ip the wO,rld and, sir.aul taneously, the 

world is a correlate of 6ur bodily existence. In short, 
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the subject and the world are inseparably united together 

and the existence of'B~ch is relative to the existence of t 

the other. It is not a relationship in consciousness "but 
, ,,20 , 

a relation in belng. Marleau-ponty has avoided Husserl s 

idealism because the subject for whom the world exists is 

not a constituting ,consciousness. ]'or IVlerleau-1?onty, 

the subject is 'the existence of our'body-subject which 

finds ,itself at work' in a world it did not create eY.: nihilQ'. 

in 'order to, understand the sense'in which we do constitute 

the world, one must understand what Merleau-Ponty means by 

subjectivity_ First, there is the uS1A;sal meaning of sub

jectivity: the thinking,reflecting, subject and explicit 

awareness of our expereience of our experience. Sub':"" 

jectivity in the sense of a body-su~ject br incarnate 

subjectivity underlying our natural and aware subjectivity 

is the second sense of subjectivity. ~he body-subject 
II forces his tpseity into reality only by actually 
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being a body t and entering the vvorld through that body. !121 

The thinking subj,ect, aware of his existence cloes not 

structure or constitute the world. However, I, a sub

jectivity in the second sense of subjectivity, do con

stitute the world. Hence, only in terms of this new 

sense of subjectivity can Merleau-ponty's philosophy be 

considered to be subjective. 

To auestionwhether the world would exist if, man 
~ , 

did not exist Hnd whether man woulcl exist if the world 

did not exist is to Question the meaning of the world. 

,In short, this auestion is not an ontological question) 

but a question of meaning. The world is the world that 

I experience, that I participate with; it is not a world 

V'lhich I think of and create ex nihi16., In order to decide 

.whether the world could exist, prior to man :r:inding him-

self in the world ~ne would have to probe beyond the 

world and the realm of experience which is an impossi-

bili ty. Absurdity ar,ises in philosophy, warned Husserl 

"when one philosophizes and, in probing for ultimate in-

formation as to the meaning of the world, one f8.ils to 

notice that the vvhole being consists in a certain "meaning" 

II 22 
• • • Accordi.ng to Husserl, the meaning of the world 

presupposes an absolute consciousness' which is the field 

from which all meani.ng is derived. AI though merleau-Ponty 

does, consider the meaning of the "vorld to be derived fran 
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a subject, the subj ect in mcrleau-Ponty' 2 vievV' is not a 

constituting consciousness but a bodily 2ubjcctivitye 

. Nevertheless, r,Terleau-Ponty would, agree with Husserl' s 

view that [;uestions regarding the status of the world prior 

, to man's presence fail to take into account that the 

bej ng of the world exists· in a meaning which is con

stituted, in r,~erleau-Ponty1s vievv by a bodily subjectivity. 

Although, r;:crleau-Ponty does suC.gest that the perceived, 

phenomenological vforld is drawn from a pre-world exj sting 

prior to the fusion of the body-subj ect and the vfOrld, 

he fedls to explain clearly the ma:nner in vvhich the 

,phenomenological world emerges from 'the pre-world and 

more significantly, he fails to establish that a pre-v/orld 

does existo 

. The most important aspect of the subj cct t 8 relcdion 

to the world is the fact that the Borld's 2elf-Livene2s 

or presence to the subject is not the result of a con

stituting activity on the part of bodily subjectivity. 

When I perceive the world I do not possess the vlOrld in 

thought. Instead, I abcmclon myself to the ','!'Orld and the 

viorlcl thinks itself in me. The rilOrld is given in percep

tion not 8.S something which is made b;)T consciO'l.1sness but 

as som~thing which is already present. Subjectivity 

lido es not cOl1E:ti tut e the y,:orld , it divines the rwrld t s 

presence around abol<t it 8.S a field not provided by it-
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self; nor does 'it constitute the word; eo. nor aga.in the. 

'. . f th d ,,23 11" . 'meanIng 0 e wor. ~he wor c s mean1ng emerges 1n 

relation to bodily subjectivity_ In reply to the question, 

llli'or what precisely is meant by saying that the world 

. t b f h '. '11124 j;- '1 P eX1S ed e ore any uman conSCIousness' . iller eau- onty 

l':'eplies that an example of what if meaht is the nebula of 

·Laplac e which, it 1;vas propos ed, exist ed at the origi.n of 

. the .world. This explanation of the world's origin fails 

because "nothing will ever bring home to my comprehension 

'h t' b I th t ld' bl b ,, 25 T w a a ne u.a a no one sees cou POSSI y e. 0 

say that .there is no world without a being in the world 

is not to say that: 

the world is constituted by consciousness, bu~ 
on the contrary that consciousness finds ·itself 
at work in the world. What is true, taking 
one .thing with another is that there is a nature 
wha.ich is not that 01' the sciences, but that 
even the.light of consciousness is, aS2~eidegger B 
says, lumen naturale, given to itself. 

In the lived experience of the world which is presupposed 

by all scientific explanations of the origin of the 

world's existence is found a body-subject which discovered 

itself at work in a world " " already there prior to its 

analysis of the world. On one hand, it is the case that 

the world is fefined in relE'.tion to a body-subject and, 

on the other hand, the body-subject is defined in relation 

to the world. l'he world exists and has meaning because it is 

present to a subject and the subject exists by virtue 



of being present in and to a world. Thus, to question 

\'vhether the Vlorld could exist if nan did not. exist and 
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whether man could exist if the ,,{orld did not exist, 

which are questions concerning the meaning of the world, 

is to overlook the most important aspect of man's rela-

tionship ·to the vvorld and the world's relationship to 

man-~the simultaneousness of the perceiving subject and 

of the perceived worldo 27 

Perception is the life-giving presence which 

nourishes and sustains all of our knovlledge of the world, 

being and truth: 

Perception is not a science of the world,it is 
not even an act, 0- deliberate taking up of a 
position , it is a 'bc:wkground from vihjch 8.11 
acts stand out and is presupposed by them. 28 

To perceive is "to see surging Up.ilt2:E.) forth from a 

constellation of date, an immanent signific81'J.c e without 

vlhich no appeal to memory is pos.sible 8 ,,29 In other words, 
. 

to.perceive is not to judge, "it is to apprehend an imma-

.nent sense in the sensible before jud@1lent begins. 1f30 

Our experience of perception at the moment when the vI'Or1d 

takes on meaning is called the primacy of perception by 

II1erleau-Ponty. By virtue of the primacy of perception, 

there is a natal bond between man e..nd the ';'lOrld. Percep-

tion provides the milieu needed for the emergence and 

growth of truth an(1 our Imowlec1ge of the world 0 Tile pe]:\-

cei ving subj Gct who is rooted in the vlOrld and his point 
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of view Vlhich is his body must reach tovlards and take a 

£,Tip on those things for which the perceiving subject 

possesses, "in advance, no key and for which he neverthe-· 

les's carries within himself the project, and open himself 

to an absolute other which he is making ready ,in the 

d th f h · b' It 31 ep so' l8 elng •• r 

I am abl e to perc ei ve on account of being a body. 

Ido not have a body, I ~"1 a body. The body provides man 

with his point of vie\"/ of the Viorld. The bod~r, in harmony 

with the world's logic, is a condi1ion of the possibility 

of our knowledee,of the ~orld: 
, . 

•• ~To have a body i8 to possess a universal 
setting, a echema of all t;n)es of perceptua.l 
U11foldin£; and of those inter-sensory corres
.pondences nhich lie beyond the seonent of the 
world vie are actl;,all;y percoivjnb.32 

Perceiving is not a simple raatt01~ of the transference of 

truth and being from the. ';',orld to man. To think that the 

light of perception provide8 life and nourismnent to man 

by'means of a simple, one-way cOEtinual transference is. 

akin .to naively arguing the.t the sun gives life and nouri8h-

ment to plants which bask in its light by mea.ns of a simple, 

one-vvay transference of the SUl1' S lic,ht to the l)lallts. 

Inst,ead, porc eption, like photos;ynthesis is a complex 

process involving actively the entire environment: 

••• A thing is, therefore, not actl.1Dlly given in 
perception, it is internoJ,ly taken u'i] by us in 
so f,,1.1" as it is bOl-mel up vrith a r:oTlcl., the baf:ic 
structures of r/hich we carry wi th us, and of \',hich 



it . 1 1S mere Y3~ne of the many possible con-
crete forms. , 

Looking at the table before me, I am unable to 

separate my act of perceiving from the writing pad that 
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I see on the table. The act of perceiving and that which 

is perceived (Ie per;u) are inseparably united. Hence, it 

is not possibl~ for me to separate my perceiving of the 

writ'ing pad from the perceived which,. in thi·s case,· is the 

writing pad. F'rec;uently it is argued that I can be cer

tain of my perceiving of the writing pad but that I can

not be certain that the writing pad is there, before me 

on the table. Considering that perception is· "precisely 

that kind of act in which there can be no question of 

setting the act itself apart from the end to which it is 

directed, ,,34 it is impossible tha.t I can be certain of my 

perceiving a writing pad on the table without there being 

the perceived, which in this instance is the writing pad. 

"Perception and the perceivent (Ie per£u) necessarily 

share the same existential modality, since perception is 

inseparable from the consciousness which it has, or rather 

is, of reaching the thing itself. ,,35 Thus, any argument 

"that the perception 1S indubitable, whereas the thing 

perceived is not, must be ruled out.,,36 

lU though the world has meaning, being and truth 

by virtue of my living through the world, I am not the 

creator of the world and the world's meaning and truth. 

\ 

·1 
I 
I 
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The world was "there" prior to my perc eption of the v'lOrld 

or my reflexion upon the world: 

It is there before our undivided existence 
that tho v.'orld is true or exists, ••• vvhich is 
to say that we experienc e in the I'iorld a truth 
r;hich emerges on its own or which pO:::E'eEses us 
rather t.p,an beine: held or delineated by our
selves.,3 ( 

I am the absolute source of meaning, being and truth, or 

in other vlOrc1s, my existence, in the sense that I am 

inseparably rooted in and engulfed by the vvorld. I am 

unable to separate my being from the world t s beinE~;" Hence, 

I who am inseparably united wjth the world, can not be the 

.creator of the meaning, beine:; and truth of the world. r-:Iy 

existence does not spring from a crack in the plenitude 

of the world. Instead, my being moves toward the world 

in which, at the same time~ it is rooted, and sustains 

the world for til alone bring into being for. myself (and 

therefore into being in the onJy sense that the Vford can 

have for ne) the tradition which I elect to carry onoe." 38 

The perceiver is neither a subject nor another 

object in objective space. As we have seen, the perceiver 

has an ontoloGical relation to the ,rlorlel. The perc oi ver 

is neither a subject nor an object; he is a subject-objecte 

How· can one be both a s11bj ect and an ooj e ct at the same 

time? Merleau-Ponty is suggesting that one perceives and 

is perceived at the same time. One is visible and sees 

at the same time. In other words, one is "a subject-object, 



a "perceiving-perceptible", at the sane moment" 

In his f.inal writings, I.1erleau-J.?anty pr~pasos 

that our relationship to the \varld is not dialectical. 

Instead, he suggests that the ultimate and final truth 
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is the reversi bili ty permeating and structuring man t s 

perceptual \,vorld e This thesis was supported by Merleau

Panty's study of the relationship between the visible and 

the seeing, the touched and touching, and also between 

meaning and speech 0 

What happ ens when I look at the \vorld? My rela

·tionship to the world v'Ihen feeiing, .seeing or thinking is 

not akin to a beach lying beside a huee ocean--each lapping 

against each other~ When- I look at the world, there is 

an i~nersion of the seeing into the visible~ I run no 

longer gazing at the figu.re against a background because 

I have been incorporated into the landscape. Whether I 

am looking at a painting of a sunset or I 8lll watching the 

sun set, I am immediately posses[~ed by the visible and, 

ther~by, become another visible in an ocean'of visibles 

whilst, at the same time, being a seer. The seer "is one 

of the visibles, capable by a sinr;le reversal of seeing 

them--hc who is one o:f them. ,;39 vVhen Rodin IS vwrk The 

Afs.e of Bronz~. \"1:3 .. S exhibited in the Pa1ais de l' Industrie 

of Paris, Rodin vehemently objected to the presentation 

of his work. ~.ehe sculpture VIElS there for all to see, 

maintained the exhibitors. Vlhy t then, did Rodin obj ect 
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to their mode of presenting his work? The work had not 

been pla.ced in a.large , well-lit, airy room but, against 

his wishes, had been placed in the corner of a small, 

dark room. Furthermore, the statue had been elevated 

.higher than Rodin had requested $ 1'herefore, the viewers 

were forced to stare up at the sculpture and were not able 

to walk around the statue. Whilst catching some of the 

power of thework.by means of craning their necks and by 

seeing only one side of the statue, the vi ewers vvere unable 

to see and to' come to understand the be'auty, truth and 

.meaning that the sculpture bore 0 Thus. m'ost viewers ,;vere 
1 

'overpovlcred by the immensity and nakedness of Jhe Age of 

Bron?e. If the vieViers were. to see the sculpture, it ViEW 

necessary that they be able to walk around the statue, 

be ensnared by j ts' beauty, being and truth, and, thus, 

oocome part of the sculpture and the sculpture to be able 

to become part of the vieYIer: then, the perceiver and 

the perceived would be insepCl.rably united. Only when 

the viewer end the visible were welded into one, would the 

viewer have seen the sculpture. 

On account of vision, there is a visible. Fur

thermore, on accOLult of vitdon,I am one of the visibleso 

My seeing of the world is supported by the visibility of 

the flesh O.a chllir) of the vlOrld whilet, at· the same time, 

. 'of th ld" t l' II th . Id' " b '1' t LtG my seelng e war HC ua lzes . e war s V1Sl 1 1 y.' 
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My seeing of the world is an act of appropriation which 

renders the world visible.. What is the flesh of the world 

Vlhich one sees, touches and shapes? First, the flesh of 

the world is not composed of matter. The flesh is "the 

'coiling over of the visible upon the seeing body, of the 

tangible upon the touching bodyooe,,41 The wrapping of 

the visible around the viewer or of the touchable upon 

the toucher is witnessed on the occasions'when: 

the body s,ees itself, touches :l tself E~eeing and 
touching the things, such that i simultaneously 
§:.§. tangible, it descends among them, .§::"2 touching 
it dominates them all and draws thi8 relation
ship and even this double relation8hip from 
itself2 by dehiscence or fission of its own 
mass .~ 

The flesh of the world which is the underlying and most 

fundam'ental reality is 'not a contingency or chaos but "a 

texture that returns to itself and conforms to itself.,,43 

Being the medium in which both the subject and the object 

emerges, the flesh of the world precedes the birth of the 

subject and the object and is the condition of possibility 

of their emergence. Furthermore, we must not consider the 

origin of the flesh was body and spirit because "then it 

would be the union of contradictions.,,44 Instead,we must con-

sider the flesh of the v~orld to be an element, "as the 

concrete problem of a general manner of being • • A5 

Just as there is a reversibility between the visible 

and. the viewer, there is a reversibility between the touched 

and the touching. When my right hand touches my left 
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hand, my left hand is touched and, at· the 2·ame moment, 

it is touching. , Just as the seer and the visible adherEd 

together, the toucher and the touched adhere together. 

At the moment when two people shaJce hands and their 

·bodies touch each other's bodies, it is as if the sand-

banks betrteen two re2ervoirs had been Euddenly removed 

and, thus, tv'.'O worlds had opened up to each other vlhilst, 

at the snme tiEle, they rushed forward to each other. 

EX})lainine; how man can be a perceiving perceptible, 

merleau-Ponty states: 

the body sensed and the body sentient are as 
the 0 bvers e 2nel the revers e, or agai.n, as two 
se€:1nents of one creati.ve course ivhi.ch goes 

. above from the left to the ri,[llt, hut rlhich 
is one sole movm~ent in its two phases. 46 

Fv.rthermore , reversibility manifests itself in, and sup-

ports, man t s relat'ionship to the world 0 "And everything 

said about the sensed body p~rtD.ins to the whole of the 

sensible of v{hich it is a part, and to the world~1I47 

There is a reversibility between the visible and 

the seer, and also between the touched and the toucher. 

Similarly, there is a reven~d bili ty betvveen speech ana. 

meaning: 

As there if3 8.. reversibility of the seeing and 
. the vh:.i ble, and al:3 at the point rvhere rJ.otD.
morphoses cross nhat ~e call perception is 
born, no also there is a reversib;ility of 

h d} t . t . . f' L'. L-speec an VIla l. SlgIlJ. le8; ••• I 

When one speaks, one's rvords· give meaning and expression 
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to a thought CI The meaning of the thOUtYlt \'thich did not 

exist prior to the expression of the thought in speech 

"supports 01)r speaking and likewise is its result. ,,49 The 

meaning of a th01I[:ht which is accomplished and conveyed 

·by speech is also antedated by the meaning which is the 

res111 t of our act of speech beco.use the meaning guided our 

expression: 

.... the signification rebo1...illds upon its own 
means, ••• it antedates itself b;y a retrograde 
mover:lent which is never completely belied-
because already, in oper:.ing the', horizon of 
the nameable and of the sayable, the speech 
acknowleclgeg tha.t it has its place in that 
h f"I"Y'-i rn"l1 0 :.J C 
~\J.J...a..£Jv..J., .. eo 

There is no thou£ht to be expressed until the thou[ht is 

spoken but the meaning of the thoug;ht guides the expres-

sion of the thou[';ht. Vvhen one bre::~ks his silence ond 

speaks, the spea};:er discovers that the idea 2nd the thou[nt 

tha.t he has express ed wer-e originally pres ent in the \7orld. 

Furthermore, there is a reversibility betvveen the 

inrier world of silence, alive with words, out of which 

speech ari:::es and the world of s:geech. \'/hen one reads a 

book, one discovers vlhat was present in the realm of our 

il1ner sil enc e ~ is the sourc e of all meaning, and vms 

waiting to be diE:coverec3.. Vlhen v'!e read l)henoTaenological 

texts, . r.Terleau-Ponty sULLests that vIe discover what r;e had 

alvvays knoym. l!'or instence, when one reads Husserl or 

Heideggcr, one has the impression "not·so much of encoun-
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tering a new phil of30 l:.hy as of reco{:,'ni zing what they had 

been waiting for: II: 51 
" 

Just as the. visible i ", ..... the reverse side of the 

seeing and the tancible is the reverse f~ide of the tOllChing, 

.meaning is the reverse side of speech.. HO~'1ever, the seen, 

touched and mem1ing are not on the other sicle of the acts 

of seeing, touching and speech in the sense of being in a 

sepa.rate, autonomous realmo Instead, the relationship of 

the visible to seeing, of the tangible to touching and of 

meaning to speech is like the rel@,tionship of one side of 

a piece of fabric to the other side of the fabric. The 

·warp and the weft of both sides are internoven and form 

a uni ty--our being-in-the.-vrorld Q Ene;v.lfed by the world 

and roo~ted in the r;or1d, rle are all "l-ike weavers workillg 

on the v;rong side .of the fabric vlho suddenly find them

selves surrounded by meaning. ,,52 'i!hat is there between 

the visible and the 'viewer, between the hand touched and 

the hand touching, betv"een meaning 2nd speech, betv-reen 

one side of a piece of fabric and the reverse 2ide? There 

is not an ontolocical void or, in other words, a chasm ~ 

non-being. Inr:.:t ead, the two sides are spanned by the 

total being of my body and the \';orlc1' s being. 

The most importcmt accoE'lplishment of phenonenolo[;y 

is its union of extreme subjectivism anc1 extreme objectiv-

ism in its notion of the world or rationality. Parac1ox-
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ically,' phcnomenolo[':Y which riferleau-Ponty characterized 

as ,a "disclosure. of the lilorlel I' establiEhes its ov'{n foun-

dations & All our knowledge, states M:erleau-l onty, nis 

sustained by a 'ground' of postulates and finally by our 

communica.tion with the vvorld as the primary embodiment 

of rati~na.li ty 0 !,53 ill timately, I have kno\'iledge of the 

"vorld, of being and of truth on account of my consciou:::~ness 

of the world which is the ultiriu..1,te fOlmdation of all 

being, meaning and truth and is be;yond jl:lf~tification. 

By virtue of ray consciousness, of the vlO'rld, the world has 

meaning, engulfs Ele and, thereby, exists. 1>1erl eau-Panty 

a,cknowledges that one of Husserl' s most significant con-

'tributions was his characterization of intentionality in 

terms of consciousnef's and the world being completely 

united. Husserl called this general j.ntentionality which 

was the ground of man's inherence in the perce'ived vlOrld 

fl~Q.~~nd§J.Et~nllil]ali tat" For r,Ierleau-Eonty, this 

general intentionality was perception, \'fhich v'laS "the con

sciousness through which from the outset, a world forms 

around me and begins to exist for me .)154 The general 

type of intentionality as opposed to pa,rticular inten

tionality provid.ed an environment for the emergence of 

meaning, being and truth. Intentionality is neither 

purely creative nor completely passive. Instead, inten

,tionali ty, rlhich in r.:erleau-Ponty' s hands became perc ep-
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tion, is the act of signification by means of vvhich the 

body conveys and· accompliE:hes meaning o 

The phenomenological world is not a second-order 

reality--the first order or most primordial reality being 

'a pre-existing ~oC.2.s." There is no second-order reality. 

There is only the r,rorld \vhich is the only pre-existing 

IJogos. The phenomenological world is not a, refinement 

of a pre-existing being but is the t11 aying dovm of being 0,,55 

The first truth that one discovers and upon v/hich all 

other truths are founded is the presence of -the world and 

one's in..1-).erence in the world. Considering that no pre-

existing, or antecedent re8~m of' being existed prior to 

the world's existence, philosophy can not be a reflexion 
f\i; 
'-' 

upon a pre-existing being and truth. Like art, philosophy 

"j.s tlie act of bringing truth into creation. !o6 However, 

ho\''1 can one brj.ng truth, meaning and being into existence 

without'the foundation of a pre-existing reason or world? 

Th'e answer lies in the fact that the only pre-existing 

TOLosor reason is the world itselfo The philosophy which 

Promotes this I,ogos to visible existence, states Merleau-
--~ 

Panty; 

does not begin by being poss..ibl~; it is 
actual or real, like the \"{Grld of v/hich 
it is a part, and no exolanatory hypothesis 
is clearer than the act whereby we tnke up 
,this unfiniFhed world in an effort to com
plete and conceive it.57 



Ultimately, the ground of all truth is the ontological 

contingency of the world;-- the simple fact that the 

world is here, a pleni tude of being \'I·hich engulfs us. 

We ·know that rationality is not a problem or a 
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puzzle to be solved either inductivly or deductively on 

account of our presence in the o~tologically contingent 

world. Every moment we witness the I~iracle of related 

experiences and yet nobody knovvs better than we do how 

·this m:i:xacl.E2 .is worked, for we are ourselves this network 

· of relationships. ,,58 Although ra.tionali ty and the \vorld 

· are not a problem 1 they can be problematic. The mystery 

. of the world and reason, although probleElatic, defines and 

shapes the world and re<:tson. Considering that they are 

"on the other side of all solution,"59 phenomenology's 

60 task. is to unveil the mystery of the world and reason. 

For Merleau-Ponty, Husserl's famous dictum--

return to the things themselves--meant: 

.••• a return to the world v'lhich precedes all 
knowledge, of which knowledge always sTlenl;:s, 
and in relation to Rhich every scientili~ -
schematization is an abstract and derivative 
sign language as is geoGraphy in relation to 
the countrys j de in \Nhj ch we learnt bef06'rhand 
what a forest, a prairie or a river iso 

In short, the basis of all knowledge and truth is man's 

· adherenc e to the world through his: b6dy. I am my body and 

~I am my life, ,,62vlhich is rooted in the phenomenal l,rvorld. 

Merleau-Ponty admits that the perceptual world is funda-
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mentally Being in the Heidecgerian e.enp·e f which Ylhen 

apprehended by philof::.ophy a~,pears to bear everything 

that Vlill ever be said and, yet, leaves us to create it .. 63 

TrLlth and philosophy are not artifacts adorning our· cul-

tural. "vorld e They are .creations ~mereing fron our inhop ... 

ence in being and our conclemna:tj,on' to meaning and expres-

sion. 

As we have seen perception and the perceived, am 

e.imilarly, expression and truth are ins epara bl e. Perc ep-

tion and expression are both two-sided. because they neither 

~plely create nor discover ueaning and truth. Perception j 

like expression, e L'Ll'\..d t8.neouBl;~r dif:'covers and creat es 

truth and meaning. Perception creates' "d.th one. stroke, 

"along \-vi th the cluster of data., the meaning \':hich unites 

them--indeed Y;hich not only discovers the neaning v:hicb:, 

!heX hav~, but moreover ~§s them to have meaninb~,,64 

When we a}l)rehend the world it appears "to contain ever'Jl'-

thing that "viII ever be said and yet leaves us to create 

it· (Prou.st) & tt
65 Therefore, like lJerception and expres-

sion, . truth is two-sided. First, truth is that v/hich. is 

recovered or discovered in the inner realm of f::ilence. 

Secondly, truth is that which is created and promoted to 

existence by expression. In other words, at the srune 

time,truth has an archeolo[!:ical and teleological nature. 

Truth does not precede the act of I'eflexion and expression; 
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truth is the result of these HctS. In order to understand 

the tVlO-sidedne8.s of truth,let us examine the structure 

of truth" In other rwrds, let us proc eed to discuss the 

archeolo[;y and teleology of truth. 

Truth is unable to exist prior to the act of 

expression It/hich brings truth into existence from an 

inner viorld of silence, the backgrotmd of pre-language 

which supports and sustnins lan€::uage., Henc e philosophi-

cal thought is unable to have meaning or exist prior to 

being expressed., ~lruth, meaning ~nd being, like beauty, 

come into exist 8nce' by means of expr:ession. "In the 

'silence of primary consciousness can be seen appearing 

. not only what thinGS mean; the core of primary meaning 

66 around "vhich the acts of naming and expression truce place., II 

From the moment the philosopher seeks the truth, he does 

not think that truth has to wait for his discovery and 

expression of this hidden treasure in order to be truee 

.He seeks the truth as what has always been true for every

one. 67 

On account of our being-in-the-world, we will always 

be expressive and be in meaning. We are unable to do any

thing vd.thout causing ripples on the ocean of meaning we 

are engulfed bYe True or authentic speech signifies and 

"renders '1~Cl-b8~nt de tous les bo:uC'vetst present and frees 

the meaning captive in, the thing. ,,68 Expression t 8 ability 

to signify is a secondary power derived from the inner 
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world of .. language. By virtue of truth coming into exis

tence from a "core of primary meaning" truth has an 

archeological nature. Truth arises from and manifests a 

latent and operant meaning which is grounded in and engen

dered by a prior ~le. When one loo~~s at the world, he 

always returns to his Vlorld, his silent world because the 

gestures by means of which he can express the world are 

wi thin this realm ~ Vhthin this silent viOrld is found an 

inner logos .. 

_ When Carter and Lord Caer!}arvon Vlere searching for 

the tomb of' Tutankhamun, mere empirical studies of py:ea

mids, maps, or previously found treasures did not lead 

. the men to the lost tomb. It was necessary' to transcend 

time, to consider the area before pyra...'Tlids were built, 

to learn to read the manuscripts dating from that period. 

In order to discover this hidden world, these men had to 

throw themselves back into the Vlorld in which the pyra

mids were built. In short, the. men searching for Tutan

khamun's tomb were not solely surveyors, cartographers, 

excavators, historians or readers of hieroglyphics--they 

were archeologists. The same method ElUSt be employed if 

one is looking for the silent world \vhich is the hidden 

bg.ckground of our present world e Vie are all like children 

when we discover or learn a new world or languageo For 

those -I earning a new language, language always precedes 
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itself and the learner.. Without the prior existence of 

language, no language could be learnt. L,a.nguage is its 

own precursor. Radiating its ovm meaning, language teaches 

itself. The entrance to the vlorld of language is from 

. within. "Only language as a whole enables one to under-

stand how lanb~age draws the child to himself. ,,69 

Fjnding oneself in a \,iorld that is there, full of 

meaning, one experiences ~.l-_2..C..os sauv~.~ which one is 

compelled to elucidate by the !..<?.£..<?£ i tf.':elf. All forms of 

expression, such as painting, sculpting, writing or com-

. . 1 t'h .i f . I ~ • • ') poslng .lave .ue same sor (; 0 genesls ~22:m1geneSJ_S .. When 

we speak, we are making truth. Hence, truth is te1eo-· 

10B.:ical. Why does man speak? IUe speak becauE,te ,"ve have 

something to say and, secondly, because we find ourselves 

in a Vlorld that is inexhaustably expressible.. True speech 

always signifies and, thereby, renders the absent present .. 

When speech is not used as a '~ool it is "a manifestation, 

a revelation of intimate being and of the psychic link 

whj ch 1.,mi tes us to the ,<;orld and to our fel-loVl men. ,,70 

It is a "miracle" th8.t our body allows itself to be in-

vested vl'ith a fig.lrative siQlificance that is conveyed 

beyond our body. In order for this "miracle" to come 

about, "phonetic 'gesticulation' must uee an alphabet of 

already acquired rneanings. u7l Authentic expression is 

always creative on acco1..mt of expressing Ii/hat had, hi ther-
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to, not been thought .. · Expression draws upon .what we think. 

vve have thoug)J.t but which we will never think until we 

express j.t e Man's most primordial essenc e is his ability 

to b? expressive, creative and productive~ This essence 

is most eminently manifestEld in the creation of language. 

It is necessary to speak in order to begin the 

creation of language and in order to preserve language, 

it is nec essary to create language. We would not be able 

to speak unless the flpre-world tl or bed-rock of all speech 

was present within us. An utterance is possible because 

previously discovered, appropriated and sedimented mean-

ings provide· the ground for future discoveries, appropri-

ations and sedimentation of meanings. A painting is not 

a painting until it is painted and similarly, lit the only 

t . d . t d . t f .. 72 way 0 grasp an 1 ea 1S 0 pro uce 1 • . While the 

iclea may be "made" by man, an j.dea, like a painting is 

not "made tl ex nihil 0." Vie are able to think and be expres-

sive just as painters can paint because of the sedimenta-

tion of previously apprehended meanings 0 At the same 

time, langu8ge is being sedimented and rejuvenated. 

Given that "a language is in effect a tradition but a 

tradition that is an appeal to renew expreesion, to begin 

again the initial creative work,,,73 in order for the 

constant appr~priation, sedimentation and rejuvenation 

of meaning .to occur, language must be a,live and creativeQ 
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Hence, .from the teleological point of view, 

expression is the creation or promotion of existence to 

truth.. At the same time, expression is the discovery 

and recuperation of a latent or operant meaning, 1.2i:~.f2. 

.and truth" l'hilosophy, as the study of the lived Vlorld 

and the "laying dovm of beingl1 is nei ther exclusively 

creatj on nor excllwively discovery on accotmt of the two 

sic1edness of truth.. Vv11atever philosophy creates or briD;£~s 

into being is defined B.nd delineated by. the world in vlhich 

it is rooted ~ "\lhat there is is a crea-ti.on that is ca.lled 

forth and engendered by the Lebenswelt as operative, 

iatent historjcitys. th8.t prolongs it and bears witness to 

·it __ .,,74 

·Merleau.-Ponty realized that any attempt to under'

stand the lived world (I,ebenswelt) ~ould be dependent 

upon the discovery of the world of silence existing prior 

to speech. In other words, it is necessary to consider 

the underlyj_ng structure and. horizon of langue.ge v/hich is 

"the background of silence which does not cease to surround 

it speech and without which it vvould say nothing. n75 

In response to the c;ue::d;ion "Did the vwrlc1 of 

silence exist before man spolce?" Ivlerleau-Ponty replies 

that the vl/orld vms present as a non-thematized rebensri_~. 

Furthermore, replies rilerleau-Ponty: 

In a sense it is still involved as non-themaljz~ 
by the very statements that describe it: for 

--



the f;tat eElents as such Vlill in their turn 
be sedimented, Ittaken back tl by the Leb~~~eJ.j., 
will be com9rehCl;§ed in it rather thon they 
comprehend it--o 

Considering that we do not know \vhat we think until. we 
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express ourselve·s and, secondly J considering that by means 

of the 8_ct of expression, truth and meaning emerge from 

a world of silence; in order to unc1erstand why truth can, 

at the same time,be a.rcheological a.nd teleoloGical, we 

must examine the act of truth. 



III 

THE ACT OF TRUTH 

Our view of man will remain 
superficial as long as we fail 

to go back to that origin, so 
long as we fail to find, beneath 

the chatter of words, the primordial 
sil ~mc e, and as long as we do not d es

cribe the action which breaks this silence .. 
The spoken word is a gesture, and its mean-

ing, a worldo l • . . 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty 

Mants most fundamental impulse is to speak or, in 

other words, to be expressive. "Language is everything," 

said Val~ry, "since it is the voice of things, the waves 
. 2 

and the forest." Philosophy turns towards -this anonymous 

symbolic activity of inner silence and towards the personal 

discourse developing within us--which we are. Philosophy 

tries to catch sight of the moment in which a meaning 

takes possession of itself. Philo~ophy "recovers this 

meaning and also pushes beyond all lind ts 0 The becoming 

of truth which presupposes and brings it about that there 

is only· one history and one world.,,3 Everything comes to 

pass as though the philosopher wished to put into \Yords, 

and pr:'omote to truth his inner world of silence which is 

43 
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pregnant v'li th meaning. The act of truth is the act thrOU[)l 

which thought immortalizes i tE)clf as truth~ Y/e follow 

Huss erl 's a.dvic e to return to the things then1f.3 elves by 

returning to the world prec eding :ceflexion, of wlli.ch Imow-

ledge and experience e.lvlays speaJ{:. ~Phe phenomenon of truth 

which is theoretically impossible, Ilis known only throulP· 

ol-'le prr-lx'; "" -·"hi ch (':r~e"i-os J- {: tA ,,'J f....... ..L ,:.) \. __ , ..; C.I .. ' k ~ V 0 

- --.~---
Hence, let us now proce~ 

to examine the act of truth .. It is by studying expression 

and language -that we will come to un(1er~taYld that the act 

of truth is an act vvhich establisheEl and J::1anifests the 

coherence of the world~ 

The most important characteristic of man i.s his 

ability to accomplj.sh and .convey meaning, or, in other 

words, to be expresBive. Considering that I can only 

experience the consciousness .which I am, only I have access 

to the origin of sense. In the silence of our primary 

consciousness "can be seen aljpearing not only what 'Nards 

mean but also what things mean: the. core of primary 

meaning arm.lnd vrhich the acts of naming and' expression 

take shape. n5 A return to the orie;in of being, meaning, 

truth and language is a return to the world of silence • 

. vVhy·does man break his silence [lnd speak? Why 

is' man expressive? As we have seen, man speaks because 

he finds himeelf in a world full of meaning~ lIe speaks 

because he has something to sayo Man's intention to 
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speak can only be.engendered by and reside in man's open 

experience in the wo"rld. "Language is borne by our rela-

tionship to the world and to others, which in turn supports 

and creates it.,,6 By means of language "our horizon is 

,'open and endless (endlos) , and it is because we know that 

'everything has a name' that each thin,g exists and has a 
-

way of existing for us."? IVian breaks his silence in order 

to accomplish h~s thoughts and bring meaning and truth 

into existence. Language accomplishes and conveys, and 

also, recovers and presents the meaning of our thoughts. 

To search for the origin of man's act of expression is, 

ultimately, to search for the' origin of the_world's 

existence on account of language's power of bringing the 

expressed into existenc'e.' 

BKperiencing an urge to speak, we break our 

silence. By breaking our silence, we bring into existence 

our thoughts and, therefore, we are expressive and we 

give birth to language. Without the background of langUage 

which surrounds language, we would not be able to be 

expressive. Thus, in order to understand speech, we must 

study speech before it is spoken, or,in other words, the 

background of silence. The philosopher enjoys a privileged 

position because: 

he has experienced within himself the need 
to speak, the birth of speech as bubbling 
up at,the bottom of his mute experience, 
the philosopher knows better than anyone 
else that what is lived is lived spoken, 



that, born at tht s depth, lanGuage is not a. 
mark over beinp. 0" hut the moet valuable 
wi tness to Being, t·hat t t does not interrupt 
an inuneclia:tion thc1t would be perfect ni thout 
j,t, that the vi.sion itself, the thought 
itself, are, as has been said 'structured in 
language' are 2.rticu18tion before the letter, 
a.ppari ti§n of sOIJething v','here there is 
nothing. 
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In what manner do meaning and truth emerge together 

from this silence alive with meaninB;? "Fure" thought re-

duces itself to a certc1.in void of consciousness and a 

momentary desire to sFeak 2.nd fill this voidc The new 

senGe giving intention knov .. ls itsel"f only by me:::ms of 

dOl1_11.ing already available, seclimented meanings whi ch are 

t.he reE.ul t of previous acts of expreSG ion. The meaning 

of' an obj ect or sta.te of affo.irs HiG. gi ven only as a sYf..--

tematic 'deformation of our unjverse of experience, with

out our ever being' able to name its opera"h.ve principle. 119 

Wi th a sudclen thrust, available. meanings in accordanc e with 

an tmknown larl, link IIp ,':lnd "onc e and for 211 a fresh 

It 1 t . t 1 t 1 . " t 1110 
CD. ura en';l ,y las "a >:en on an eXlS ·once e l'.~ e an in g 

·and truth emerge according to an u.nknov-m law in the 2011.8e that 

wi thin each of us there if.' an unknovm J;.?L~ or order 

accordi.ng to which meaning end truth comes to the surface. 

The emer[,ence of e.. partic1:'.lar meaninG con not be e:;:flained 

by 18.\'iS of 2..8S0C iation bec:::m.s e lithe 1 ink bet\'ieen the \'iOn:l 

and its living mea.ning is not an external lillie of Qf.'socia-

tiol1, the meaning inhabits the '.Yord, and language 'if' not 
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an exterl1pl accompaniment to intellectual lJrOCesses 1 • ,,11 

Then', in' turn, this "frer::h cul turnl entity" becomes 

sedimented into the re::oidu'e of available meanings out 

of which it emerged. A thought 8nc1, therefore, the 

trv:th and meaning of the thougllt and of the world come 

irto being simultaneously. The meaning of the spoken 

word is-'a r;orld. In; dl0rt, thoufht and expression are 

inseparable. One spealcs what one thirlles and thinks v!hs .. t 

12 one speaks. IIel}ce, prior to expression of a thought, 

there is no thOU[).lt to expross. 

The c.ommon-sense vieYl of thou[:ht and s~eech in 

terms of external reIot.ions suggests the,t the srealdng 

subj ect r'ncl the words are a representation or a truns-

lation of '~houghts ~ If this Vias the case, one viould be 

able to think before one spolceo It is impoE'sible to 

think before speaking because in thinkinG one S:geo.k8 

a.nd in 8})e.'J.king one is thi.nking. Our "inner lifc lt is 

alive "vi tIl nords. The inner \'lorlcl is 8.n inner 18nGu[tge. 

Hence, it is not the case that :9rior to expression, there 

is tho1.J[ht. Prior to the invention of the lJrinting lJreE'B 

and the r.:;,ubse(';ucnt cl,istribution, of booke. and the rise in 
, 1"' 

literecy, .) .f!c.o3.s or raconteurs trs,velled and told stories 0 

These men were able to cor,1I:ose an ori,g-inal story for a 

new auchence on acc01.1nt of their possef..:f.~ion of ','/hat was 

called a word-hord. 14 In their word-hord was contained a 

r 
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vast select.ion of fragments of stories, mythss parables 

end recent Lews along wit.h certain turns of phrases, 

idioms and E.ayino:::. Every scan had travelled different 
- ==-"*' 

rout.es and sea.imented his hoard of vvords in a different 

manner e Furthermore, every £.£2J2 had his ovm diEtinct i ve 

way of telling a tale in a neV'! mann.er--of drmving upon 

his collection of t."'fords and bringing to existence an 

original story. We are no different than the raconteurs 

of past ages. Each of us posseE.ses our orin distinctive 

Eord-hord r.'hich '-ive pertly in11eri t and elsa add to during 

our life. On account of our hoarding and sedimentation 

of previo'usly apprehended, conve;)Ted and accompliEd1ecl 

meanings 'We are able to be expreGsive. Considering that 

each of us inherits and inhereE; in a different oi tuation, 

each of us ha[l a different nord-hord 2nd trolls our t.ale 

in a different st;)rle. If one tried to IJry open the ~'s 

~d:-hord one Vlould' find just as one does v7hen one tries 

to discover what is behind speech, an inner !!.9!~:-p..or.d..o 

Our realm of silence out of \'-;hich th01..1.ght and nards emerge 

is a.live vvi th \'lords having an inner' lan[,"tlB.ge. Thus, 

wi thin our word-hard rie find another v:orc1-hord full of . . 

. ~houg,hts, r/ords and meaning. 

According to empiricists we SlJesk .in re2}JOnSe to 

certain stimuli which in accord with laws of. n8urolot).cnl 

mechanics cause exci t.e.tions capable of cansing to occur 
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the articulation of a word. On-_ the other hand, intel-

lectualists sugge2t that certclin states of consciousness 

by virtue of ac(~uired associations prompt the appearance 

of an appropria.te verbal ima€:;e. }-'or the empiricists the 

meaning of a word is given with the stimulus and according 

to the intellectualists the mecming is transferred with 

the states ofcol1sciousness. AIl intellectualistic and 

empiricist explanations of speech El,re inadec;uate because 

they fail to take j.nto account that a viOrd has the meaning--

that the word is the meaning. If :thou£)1t W2.S prior to 

Bpeech and if Gxprecsion rras !!primar.ily a matter of meeting 

the obj ect through a cognitive intention or through a rE-~ 

resentation, \ve· could not: understand why thought tends 

toward e}:pre8sion as towards its completion. ,,15 Empiricist 

and intellectualistic .explanations do not reco@lize that 

a word accomplishes and bears meaning and truth--th2vt a 

word lives. 

The philosopher is the man viho rmkes up and speaks. 

Seeing that the vlOrlel is a plenitude of being full of 

meaning and things to be expressed," he is compelled to 

spealc. This urge to speak is heit;htenec1 by man's discov.ery, 

as Hus·serl brought it to our attention, that the essence 

of things· aly-mys have an etcetera and, sec:onc11y, b;r man's 

discovery of his intimate relationship \vi th -time. The 

candle is burning at both epds of the tallow. \',11en man 
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discovers that the r/orld is inexhaustibly expressible, 

at the same time, man discovers the limitations plc,ced 

on his ability to l)e expressive which are impol3oc1 upon 

him by time'. 

Like -the. \vorld, time exists for me on accolmt of 

my finding myself in time. IlTime exists for me only 

because I am situated in it, that is because I become 

aware of myself as already comilli tted to it. 11
16 i'ihy is 

this the caE.\e? Time exists for me in this manner 

because: 

the whole of being is not civen to 118 incar
nate, and finally bccause one sector of 
being is GO clo[\c to me that it cloes not even 
make U1) a pictL:_re before me--I cannot see 
it, just as I cannot see illy faco. 1 7 

Time existE~ for De now and alrmys because I h8ve a pre:::-ent ~ 

To be in the l)reE~ent is to have a hold on the v.'orld and 

to be of the world. Time is someone: 

Tempor8,1 ctincl1sions, in f:O faT as they ;)er
petually overlap te2T each other 01.ct and 
ever confine themE: el veG to r:mldne; expli cit 
what rtas ir:lpliecl in ecwh, being colI ecti vcly 
eX9ressive of thot one si11[le explosion or 
thrlwt which is subj ectivi ty i tGelf~lb 

When man realizes that the world is inexh::n"cstibly 

expressible and that he is time and, therefore, ,that his 

encollnter with B.ll dimensions of time iE~ an encounter 

with himself 1 he is overcome by his deeire to ezpress the 

expressible r:orld. 1'he realization that time lD "runnilJg 

out II and, therefore, that he is "rv.nning out 11 in the face 

r 
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of·the world, prompts man to be expressive. 

When I break my silence, I am conscious of reaching 

for an object. I have the object's meaning and the word 

simultaneously., Hence, at the same moment, I have speech 

and I am speech. Expression and thought can not be 

understood in terms of a stimulus-response mechanism or 

in terrns of states of consciousness or awareness because 

a thought is born in and borne by a word by virtue of 

speech's power to accomplish and bear a. thought $ Thus, 
. 

thought and expression are inseparable a.nd come into being 

at the S~le timee Hence, thought is· not antecedent to 

expression" When I am thinking, I am speaking, and vrhen 

I am speaking, I am thinking., 

On account of thought being spontaneous, it never 

coincides with itself. but is always out-distancing itself. 

An expression, because it is heavy with meaning, can out-

run what has be.en previously thought. To speak is to 

take up a situation in the v'iorld and, at the same time, 

to transcend the situation. Hence, a speaker often dis

covers more meaning in his words than he thought he had 

said., Therefore, all thought, inclL;.ding solitary thought, 

seeks expression. A painting is not a painting until it 

is painted because expression is the realization and ade-

quation of a senEe-giving intention. ,Speech is the para

doxical operation tr..rough whi.ch: 



by using words of a given sense and already 
available meanings we tr;y to follow up an 
intention v/hich necessarily outstrjps, 
modifies, and itself, in the last analysis 
stabilizes the n~.eaning of the words which 
translate it.19 
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Truth and meaning are present in the world from 

the beginning but as a task to be accomplished. The phen-

omenon of expression which promotes the meaning and truth 

of being into exiE.tence does not translate or envelop 

thought~ Thought, like truth and meaning is not an 

"internal thine" and neither does it exist independently 

of the world and of words~ Thought, as empiricist and 

intellectualistic theories fail to consider, is present 

20 in speech. In order for an external relation to exist 

between thought and speech, both thought and speech would 

have to·be thematically given, "whereas in fact they are 

intervolved, the sense being held within the word, and 

th d b · th t 1 . t f th ,,21 e wor elng' e ex erna eXlS ence 0 e sense. 

Furthermore, words are not "strong-holds of' thought" by 

vlrtue of words having the power to signify and convey 

meaning. Words are the "presence" of thought in the 

world. Words do not swaddle the meaning of a thought: 

the word is the body of the thought. In short, thought, 

like truth and meaning is not an "internal thing" and 

does not-exist independently of.the world and of words 

on account of i1::s inherence in speech. 
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What is a word? A word is a gesture. By means 

of our gesture we shape the world and give it meaning. 

A word does not envelop, transfer, translate or· refer to 

meaning because a word has meaning. What, then, is the 

relationship of a word -to meaning? Truth and meaning .' 

are embodied in and conveyed by the words: 

Beneath the conceptual meaning of words is 
found an existential meaning which is not 
only rendered by them but which in~~bits 
them and is inseparable from them. 

Meaning is not spread on an expression like "butter is 

spread on bread, like the second layer of 'psychic reality' 

spread over the soUt'1.d. ,,23 Instead, meaning is spreacl on 

a word in the same manner in which an artist spreads 
"\ 

paint on a canvas: the p~int is not a layer superimposed_ 

on a canvas because the paint is taken up by the canvas. 

The paint and the canvas are inseparably bound together 

and form a totality which bears menaing~ In the case of 

a spoken word, the meaning is "the totality of what is 

said, the integral of all differentiations of the visible 

chain.,,24 Just as the meaning is conveyed through a painting 

for all those who have eyes, meaning is conveyed with 

words "for those who have ears to hear.,,25 If I only 

heard vlhat I "put" into the words, conununj cation and 

learning Vlould be impossible. Why, then, do I learn some

thing vvhen listening to a lecture, reading a book, looking 

at a painting or listening to a piece of music. In other 
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words, h.ow does my consciousness apprehend and retain 

new meanings? First, a necessary condition of possi-

bility for communication is the use by the speaker of a 

language readily understood by the listener. Every lanaguage 

" by definition conveys its own teaching and its meaning into 

the listener's mind. liThe lingclistic gestu.re, like all the 

t l ' t . t . .,26 If 1 d' res , de lnea es l sown meanlng.· a anguage oes 

say. something, it will create its own listeners. 

When one speaks, the words accomplish and convey 
. 

one's thoughts. The words are not a translation of o11(e's 
I 
thoughts: theyar'e the presence of one's thoughts. When _ 

,one hears, one receives the speaker's thoughts from his 

V'lordse In communicating, the consciousness constructs a 

milieu which provides other consciousnesses with a means 

of sharing in the same thoughts. Hence, I am able to think 

the speaker's thoughts. 

On account of the word being a meaning and, secondly, 

on account of speech being an orj.ginating realm, each word 

is apprehended, absorbed and re-combined or m<?dified by 

the hearer. Listening to a word ~ay prompt the listener 

to re-consider a previously held meaning and to re-cast 

a previously held meaning in a new word. When I listen and 

learn, I am taking up another's thoughts which are aired 

in speech and I am, therefore, able to think according 

to his thoughts. The meaning of the words are induced by 
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the words themselves. The conceptual meaning is formed 

by a type of deduction from a gestural meaning inlTJ.anent 

in speech. 

I know a word when I possess its articulatory 

and acoustic style as one of the possible uses of my bodyc 

When I· have acquired another way in which I can use my 

body and, therefore, shape the world, I know a word.. In 

order for a word to be understood, the gesture must ex-

press a possibility for me. The sense of a gesture is 

not given but is understood. ~he meruling and truth of 

an expression are seized upon by the listener. When the 

gesture is understood, this understanding is immediate. 

When my hand is shaken, im.'1ledia.tely I know that the per-

son shaking my hand is greeting me and viishing me well .. 

When my hand is slapped, I immediately know that the pe:v-

son slapping me is angry at me. - The communication and 

underst8..nding of gestures or v'1Ords comes about through: 

the reciprocity of my intentions and the 
gestures of others, of my gestures and 
intentions discernible in the conduct of 
others. It is as if the other person's 27 
intentions inhabited my body and mine his. 

Communication occurs when one recognizes a meaning present 

in his world which is present in another's word or world. 

The word is a c.uestion and an invitation for me to reco€;-

nize the ge~;ture as bearing truth. and meaning, and there

fore, having something to say to me. At the same moment 
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united with the gesture. A genuine conversatjon is an 

open road into "thoughts that I did not know myself 

capable of." Furthermore, occasionally, 'tI feel myself 

followed in a route unknown to myself, which my words, 

cast back by the other, are in the process of tracing 

out for me .. ,,28 In genuine conversation, th"ere is a mutual 

confirmation between the speaker and the listener that 

the meaning is understood. 

When I encounter some form of expression, I am 

encountering a way of being in the world. When I 'under-

stand that I am apprehending a way of shaping the world, 

I am responding to the intention of the gest.ure that is 

present in the phenomenal world. The. repponse or "syn-

chronized change of my own existence".alters my being in 

·the world. I know a word when its style which is con-

stituted by its formation and use remain with me. The 

meaning of a word is the word's style which is con-

stituted by the word's rise. Style must be understood in 
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terms of perception. For instance. in the case of a painter 

we must see his style appear in the context of the 

painter's percept jon of the perceptual world. For the 

painter, "style is an exigency that issued from that per

ception.,,30 One's style is one's way of inhs,biting the 

world, of being in the world, of shaping and responding 
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to the world. Every moment, our porous being secretes 

our styl e.. For the paint er, as for all of us, a styl e 

is a system of equi valences that a.re made by the painter 

for the work which manifests the worlcl he sees. Style 

. is "the universal index of the 'coherent deformation' 

by which he concentrates the still scattered meaning of 

his perception and makes it exist express~y.,,31 
lVlerleau-Ponty's ,understanding of the notion of 

style leads to his conception ·of truth as the coherence 

of expression. On account of style's system of equiva-

lences, an act of expression is coherent--its parts co-

hering in a gesture which is the true expression of one's 

thoughts and of one's presence in the world. Onets style 

does not resemble one's way of seeing the world or 

being in the world. Instead, one's style is one's seeing 

and being in the world~ Thus, for instance, modern pain-

ters want nothing to do with a truth defined as the resem-

blance of painting to the world. For example, if you 

have looked at Gericault's painting of horse races, have 

you noticed anything which does not agree with your seeing 

of a race horGe? G8'ricaul tand, also Degas, painted race 

horses with their four legs simultaneously extended, 

which never occurs in reality. Hence, the paintings do 

not resemble reality. Howe ver, the paintings are a truth

ful rendering of our perception of a horse race. Ge'ricault 
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painted his visual feelings which may be illusory but the 

paintings "are nearer to the truth than B.ny photographs .,,,32 

Hence, Ge'ricault's paintings can not be considered to be 

false representations of the real, perceived world. Modern 

painting's rejection of the idea that painting should 

resemble the Vlorld was well expressed by Paul Klee in his 

famous statement, "Art does not render the visible, rather 

it makeEl visible e ,,33 Modern painters have accepted "the 

idea of a truth defined as a paintingts.cohesion with 

itself, the presence of a uni(~ue principle in which it 

affects each means of expression with a certain contextual 
28 value. II Hence, modern painting, like modern thought 

obliges us to admit of a truth which does not resemble 

things "which is without any external model and v'li thout 

any pre-destined instruJllents of expression and which is 

nevertheless truth~' ,,34 

Truth is an act which establishes and manifests 

the coherence of the world. Truth and meaning are in the 

world from the beginning but 'as a task to be accomplishm 

by means of expression. The act of truth structures, 

articulates and promotes to existence the meaning, !~ogos 

and truth of the world. Furthermore, the act of truth is 

an expression emereing from the sedimentation of the 

world's perceptual logic, or in other words, its system 

of equ~valences which is truth itself. An expression of 
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truth alv'/ays uses words previously employed, approprie,ted 
./ 

and sedimented •. The Louvre, said Cezanne, is the book 

where we learn to reade Every new intention and truth 

is rooted in the past. Expression sweeps the past into 

the present and the present into the future. Sweeping 

the past into the present and the present into the future, 

expression opens us a new temporal c;ycle in which acquired 

thought will reside as a dimension without our needing 

in the future to summon up or .reproduce it. 35 Further-

more, each act of expression not only draws upon sedi-

mented meanings, but also opens up·lla new field of truths lt 36 

which in turn will be sedimentede 

Each expression does not wipe the slate clean 

and erase ~way all previous expressions. The present e~ 

pression, like all past expressions have done and all 

futur'e expressions will do, salvages, preserves~ reju-

venates and, insofar as an expression contains some 

truth, takes the expressions up again and re-works them 

. into another expression. Our previous acts of truth 

settle like sands on the bottom of a water-bed which 

are constantly being re-settled in a different manner 

by the ~ost recent current or disturbance. Previous 

expressions are taken up again if they have something 

to say--are rich i~ meaning and contain some truth. 

When.one says that an expression contains some truth, 
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one is not saying that the expression contains some 

truth as opposed to no truthe Instead, it is a question 

of the degree of truth contained in the expression. We 

have all had the experience of reading an acclaimed book 
.' 

and of discovering, to our disa.ppointment, that the book 

did not "say" very much to USe On the other hand, we 

haye all had the experience of reading a book which has 

"moved" us because it was richer in meaning, or in other 

words, c·ontained more truth~ The degree to which a book, 

painting or news report moves us is not a test of the 

truth. of the book, painting or news event. Instead, the 

degree to which 'Ne are moved is an indication of the 

depth of the truth borne by the book painting or news 

item. It is not a matter of either being true or false 

but a matter of some truth as opposed to more truth. 

"A telling utterance or a good book impose their meaning 

upon us. They carry it with them in a certain way.,,37 

A novel is truer than a recounting of an incident because 

"it gives a totality and because it can be created from 

details which are all tru~," points out Merleau-Ponty. 

Similarly, a news item is truer than the story of a little 

incident because "it wounds us and is not pretty to look 

at.,,38 

The body, which in one fell swoop places me in the 

world, is the m.eeting place· v .. here all communication with 
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the world and time takes pla.c e--i t is the plac e where 

past, present and the future mergee In remembering, our 

body converts "a certain motor essence into vocal form, 

spreads out the articulatory style of a word into audible 

phenomena and arrays the former attitude, which is re

sumed into the panorama of the past, projecting an inten

tion to move into l:ictual movement, because the body is a 

pov;er of natural expression. ,,39 The transc endence of 

expressi.on allows language to originate or "incarnate tt 

the world in a new way on the basis of the past~ Speech 

as an originating real1!l is a mode or struc;ture which 

permits man to transcend himself and, therefore, prohibits 

man from ever coinciding' .wi th himself e 

. In order to be considered authentic, an expres-

sion must incarnate a.new sense which is accomplished 

and,conveyed by an initiat~ng gesture. Language is alive 

whe~ it ceases being a tool or a sign and is a manifes

tation and unveiler of our being or presen.ce in the 

world which unites us to the world and to otherse A 

l~nguage is dead when it no longer signifies or appropri

ates truth and meaning. In authentic speech, words have 

meaning and truth but in a dead language the meanings 

are ossified in the words. In other words, the meaning 

and truth have become stunted and impotent. Consequently, 

these words are not able to initiate new meanings. In 
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contrast, an authentic language "is a manifestation, a 

revelation of intimate being and of the psychic link 
, 40 

which unites us to the world and to our fellowmeno" 

Authentic speech puts up a new sense because it is an 

initiating gestureo In short, second-order speech as 
, , 

opposed to authentic speech does not initiate meanings 

but uses words whose mea,nings have been previously 

ac~uired and establishedo 

The essence of expression is to be creative. Hav-

ever, paradoxically, expression only produces what it 

discovers in the world. Thus, for instance, the painter 

is able to paint while he is looking at' the world because 

"he thi,nks that he is spelling out nature at the moment 

1 · t" t ,,41 1e lS recrea lng l • Expression.is not a tool with 

which I discover mY'''inner world" or the "external World". 

Exp~ession unites man to the world which it creates, dis

covers and manifests.' On one :nand, truth is a creation 

a.nd, on the other hand, truth is a crea.tion which creates 

itself" Not only is expression creative but what is 

expressed is inseparable from it. It is only by meanE. 

of the act, of expression that what is said is promoted 

to truth~ Speech is precisely that act which promotes 

meaning and being into existence and through which thought 

"i~ortalizes itself as truth.,,42 

The meaning of the vlOrld, of being, of language 
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and of the logos is not given in advance. Their meaning 

is discovered and brought to light by mea.ns of man's pel'

ception of the world. Through perception and reflexion, 

meaning and tn}th emerge from the inner world to that of 

the realm of a speaking ~ogo,s, to truth. The philosopher 

must transcend his situation in the world if he is to 

·understand the "anonymous 'symbolic activity" from which 

all sense and truth emerges. In other words, the philoso

pher tries to grasp those moments in wh,ich truth and 

being take possession of themselveso 

We, as projects of the world, sculpt the world. 

We give the world sha.pe, meaning, being and truth 0 We, 

the sculptors, are sculpting ourselves, o~ in other words, 

the world. Hence, the dichotomy of the subject-object 

collapses when we try to understand the act of expression 

and of truth. At the same time, we are the beings that 

are sculpting and are being sculpted. We transcend our

selves and at the same time, are rooted in the world. 

The act of truth serves to illuminate languB,ge f s power of 

bringing the thing expressed into truth, of recovering 

meaning from the realm of silence and promoting truth to 

existence o Thus, the ultimate miracle is the recovery and 

promotion of sense from the non-sense in the act of truth. 
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A NEW ANSWER 

Nevertheless, the most ulti
mate business of philosophy is 

. to preserve the force of the most 
elemental words in which Dasein 

expresses itselfJ and to keep the 
common Ullderstanding from. levelling 

them off to that unintelligibility which 
functions in turn as a source of pseudo

problems e 1 

Martin Heidegger 

Let .us say that our purpose was to discover what 

music is. We could discuss· the conditions of possibility 

of music being composed or .apprecia.ted.. Also, we could 

discuss the act of composing or listening to music and 

our discovery of meaning and truth in the notes. Yet, 

after looking at these aspects of the phenomenon of music, 

the study would only be two-dimensional. Still remaining 

would be the qu.estion: "Why are these notes and sounds 

• <;> mUSlC. Wh.3.t is music?" We are in a similar situation. 

Thus far, we have discussed the conditions of p08sibility 

of truth, the structure of truth and the act of truth. If 

our study is not to be two-dimensional, which is to say, 

if we are to go behind the·apparent, we must study r.Terleau-

64 
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Ponty's responses to the questions: "What is this appar-

ently two-sided Btructure?tt "V/hat is grounded in our 

perceptual life?" or, in other Iflords, "What is truth?" 

We are now jn a position to understand and characterize 

fully Merleau-Ponty's understanding of truth. 

We have seen that truth cannot be understood in 

terms of the traditional dualistic world-view. Truth is 

not an object but a·condition of life .. Like being, truth 

is everywhere engulfing us. " •• eWe arE1 in the truth and 

cannot escape it. n2 For Merleau-Ponty the two notions 

of being and truth are synon;ymous 0 As we have seen, the 

phenomenological world tlis not the bringing to explicit 

expression of a pre-existing being, but the laying down 

of being. ,,3 Philosophy is not reflexion upon a pre-

existing being but "is the act of bringing truth into 

being. 114 I bring both truth and being into existence .. 

Furthermore, I am in and I am engulfed by the transparent 

structures and horizons of being and truth. In other 

words, being and truth are two sicles of the coin being-

in-the-world. Not only are being and truth conditions 

of possi bili ty for our being-in·-the-world and not only 

are we embedded' in being and truth--vve are being and 

truth: 

We are ,true through and· through, and have wi th 
us, by the mere fact of belonging to the 
world anc1 not merely being in the world in 
the wa~that things are, all that we need ~o 
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transcend ourselves. 5 

Finding-ourselves in a world having meaning, 

being and truth, "we experience a partici,Fation in the 

world and 'being-in-truth' is indistinguishable from 

being in the V"l'Orld. 11
6 How is the world t s 'meaning, being 

and truth given to us? When I see a tree outside the 

window, the knowing that there is a tree outside the 

window is instantaneous& I do not know that there is a 

tree by means of a series of inductions. "It is Gestaltl):fl€; 

and RuckgestiY tun.g.. t Retrograde movement of the true' 

that phenomenon that one can no longer undo oneself from 

what has been thought, that one finds it again in the 

materials themselves~o."7 If we are to understand why I 

recognize the tree outside the window without a series 

of inductions, we must understand the retrograde movement 

of truth which in turn requires that we understand the 

sedimentation of prior perceptions. 

"Truth is another name for sedimentation which is 

the presence of all presents in our OV'ffi. ,,8 .. Truth is the 

present which is the accumulation and amalgamation of all 

previous meaning and truth., Every act of perception is 

absorbed by our porous being. Also, to perceive is to 

render the present, present. ~o perceive is to push to 

the surface al~ previous presents into that present 

whilst, at the same moment, the, present is sedimented 
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into all previous presents. Furthermore, to perceive is 

to see an immanent sense surging from a constellation of 

data and to "seize an immanent sense in a sensible form 

prior to any judg;nent.,,9 Although my view of the tree is 

cluttered by my seeine; of the window-sill, the verandah 

and the street or, in other Vlords, the whole field of my 

vision, my vision pierces through the "constellation of 

data" and focuses upon the tree. The meaning of the tree 

~tands out, is discovered and given forth immediately. 

Thus, the meaning is perceived and Hthe RuckEestalt~.,g 

is a perception."lO What does this "mean? 

This means:- there is ,germ?_nation of vvhat will 
!I!3-'!g b.~en understpod <'!P.~::~fJlt and Aha ErlebniE.l) 
--And that,means: the perception 1the first 
one) is of itself an opelmess upon a field_ of 
.G~e~s.t2,.ltl1E-Ee£ -- n " 

Hence, a certain fragrance, word or scene may "trigger 

off II' a stream of remembranc es which, on account of this 

sudden swell, are raised to the surface.12 

"Perceiving is pinning one's faith, at 2. stroke, 

in a whole future of experiences, and doing so in a present 

which never strictly guarantees the future; it is placing 

one's "belief in the world,,,13 and truth is like a wedge 

we drive into our own present. Merleau-Ponty compares 

truth to a milestone" which bears witness and \'vill testify 

to the fact that: 

in this moment somet~1.ing has taken place 



which being was alr:ays waiting for or 
i intending to say' [y..oylai t diriJ ' and 
which will never stop if not belng true 
at least signifying and stimulating our 
thinking apparatus, if need be by drEl.\ving 
from it truths more comprehensive than 
the present one. At this moment something 
has been founded in signification; an 
experience has been transformed into its 
meaning, has become truth&14 
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Perception does not bring to light truths like those of 

geometry. Instead, perception unveils presences. The 

truth which is revealed, unlike the truths of geometry, 

is that which is presented-~-that which is given forth--

a..'1.d sedimentation or truth is that which is given forth 0 

Past perceptions are pushed to the surface and are gjven 

forth on account of the J;'etrograde movement of truth. 

Considering that "vve are in the realm of truth 11 

and that we are "true through and through", truth is 

wha'~ presents or gives itself t.o us. What is given forth 

is the result of the accumulation and M11algamation of 

past meanings and truths being thrust into the present. 

The world pregnant with being and ,truth is "here" before 

any analysis by me is possible. Our certainty of the 

existence of the sensible world common to each of us is 

the seat of -truth within us. If I am to accept what is 

given forth, it is necessary that I first think that 

there is a world offering something, an order having an 

order--a world existing prior to my analysis of the world.15 
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The residuum of s edimented meaning that vve inherit and 

are rooiedin is a being and truth in which we ·are 

immanent and, at the same time, transcendent by virtue 

of truth being that which gives itself as present, as 

"there"" 

"When through the water's thickness I see the 

tiling at the bottom of a pool,I do not see. it ~espit~ 

the water and the reflections there; I see through them 

and because of them.,,16 Similarly, when I look at the 

world's' thickness, I see being not despite but on account 

of the sedimentation or truth which·is the milieu and the 

condition of possibility of my seeing of the world. Like 

the water, this sediment~tion of truth does not block my 

view: it is my view. There is a tree outside my window~ 

I recognize the tree and know it to be a tree on account 

of my inherence in the world, the sedimentation of pre

vious meanings and, thirdly, the' ·tree presenting itself to 

me. 

The sedimentation and truth of my life, which is 

my life, has the possibility of becoming thicker and 

richer in meaning, or,. in other words, more true, the 

longer that I live and am expressive. For this reason, 

contrary to most of his critics, Jacques Lipchitz con

siders his most recent sculptures to be his best sculp-

tures and expects the sculpture. he does ·in the future to 
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be_ his favourites. "They have more," he states. Why do 

they have "more II,? "The more you live, the more your 

horizons are broadened--the more you see, the more you 

hear. "I? Again, we see that it is not a matter of some 

truth as opposed to no truth but of degrees of truth. On 

-account of the length and richness of his perceptual life, 

Lipchitz thinks that his latest pieces of sculpture which 

draw upon an ever-increasing sedimentation of previous 

perceptions have more meaning and truth--they say more. 

The conception of truth a~ that which presents 

itself has some of its roots in HUsserl's thought.. "8elf-

evidence itself," stated Husserl, "is an act of most per-

fect synthesis of fulfillment. Like every identification, 

it is an objectifying act, its objective co-relate being 
- 18 

called bein,g in the sense of truth, or simply truth:' 

Husserl clearly distinguished behveen being and truth in 

a broad and narrow sense. They are defined_ in the broad 

sense in this manner: 

Truth would then have to be defined ••• as the 
Idea of adeQuation, or as the rightness of 
objectifying assertion. Being would then 
have to b_e pinned dorm ••• as the identity of 
the object as one meant and given in adequa
tion, or (in conformity vvith the natural 
sense of the v:ords) as the adecuately per
ceivable thing as such, in an indefinite 
relation to an intention that is to make 
true or fulfil ade(,uat~ly.19 

Thus, lVIerleau-Fonty's idea that truth is that which is 
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presented, or, in Husserl's W'ords,"that which is given 

as it is meant,'! can be seen in Husserl's understanding 

of truth. However, also evident is Merleau-Ponty's ambi-

valent relationship to Husserl's thought. Unlike Husserl, 

Merleau-Ponty does not define truth in the idealistic 

terms of subject and object and, secondly, Merleau-Ponty 

does not differentiate as markedly as Husserl between 

being and trutho For merleau-Ponty, being and truth are 

two indistinguishaple modes of being in the world: 

•• othere is no doubt that~ in what concerns 
the mind and truth, they rest on the nrimary 
stratum of the sensible world 8nd that our 
assuranc e of being in the truth is one with 
our assurance of being in the world. 20 

As we have seen, the ground of truth and being is the 

perceived, sensible' world. The certitude that there is 

truth and being will always remain "obscure".21 Our' 

"unjustifiable certitude of a sensible vvorld common to 

us is the seat of truth within us.,,22 

To be in truth, is to be and to be,is to be in 

truth. To be is to be living in a world full of m"eaning 

and truth whil e , at the same time, to be "true through -
and through. ,;23 For Merleau-Ponty, neither is the world 

an object nor is man a subject. Both man and the Vlorld 

are the fields or natural setting for thought and percep-

tion~ We recall that "truth·does not inhabit the 'inner 

man' or more accurately, there is no inner man, man is in 
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the world, and only in the y;,orld does he know himself. ,,24 

Merleau-Pontyfs understanding of truth as· that 

which is present and his associating of being and truth 

.was influenc ed more' ,by Heidegger, who had earlier dis

cussed the r~la·tionship of being and truth in ontologi-

cal terms. Heidegger's self-proclaimed aim V'las similar to 

Merleau-Ponty's--to shatter the notion that truth was a 

true thing or a true proposition which is right and cor-

responds with "Being true". Truth in this sense, means 

c~rrespond~nce in a double sense: 

firstly the correspondence of ~ thing with 
the idea of it as conceived in advance, and 
sec ondly, the correspondenc e of that Ii{hich 
is intended by the statement with the thing 
itself.25 

The propositional theory of truth is unsatisfac-

tory because. it leaves unansw'ered the most crucial c:ues-

tions concerning the nature of truth. If one limits the 

notion of tTl.}.th to propositional truth, one is I ed to the 

traditional concept that truth is the likeness or agree-

nient of a statement to a given thing. However, vvhat is 

meant, by lithe likeness or agreement .of a statement to or 

with a thing? Do we kno\"v' th2t?" asks Heidegger. 26 

All human acts are characterized by Qeing performed 

in the Vlorld, wi thin the rea.1m of the open 0'1" Overt ("das 

Off,en.e,"). On account of all human action occurring in 
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the openness of the v{orld, it will always relate to some-

thing manifested and evident I:as such 11, or in other words, 

"that which is present ll and HthB..t whi ch is (§.as~ien~le). ~.,27 

All behaviours are open to the v/orld and, therefore, to 

'. V':hat is e Our daily_ life is carried out and sustained in 

the world wi thin which what-is "can expres:;;.ly take up its 

stand ~ and b2.Y! it is y'.,;hat it is, and thus become capo.liLe 

of expression. ,,26 Vie can only expres:;; what-is on the 

occasions, when, explains Heidegger: 

what·-is represents itself with the represen
tative statement f so that the statement eub
mitt to a directive enjoining it to express 
what is I such as i or just as it i.s 0 By fol
lowing this directive, the statement 'riGhts 
itselft by vlhat i::, directing itself in this 
y!ay 1 the stat~m~nt ~.s; ~ight ~ true) and Wh8.t 
1S lJhus stat ea 1S r1£-1l (,ne:::;s. 7 

Hence, the statement is Hright" on accolmt of the overt-

ness of behaviour which, in turn, is overt on account of 

my porous presence in the world. By virtue of my presence 

in the world., anything which is manifested can become lithe 

criterion for the approxi:raationimplici t in the represen

tati ve statement.; ,,30 One should not look for the ground. 

of truth in the propositional statement but, instead, in 

the ability of overt behaviour to postulate a criteriono 

Our attention must be directed tOViards man's overt beh8.viour, 

or ,in merleau-Ponty t s terms, tov'!B.rds :r:J.an' s being-in-the-

world. 

Considering that overt behaviour's ability to make 
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"rightness" a possibility for a statement is grounded in 

freedom, Heidegger concludes that the essence of truth is 

freedom. Essence is understood by Heidegger to mean "the 

basis of inner possibility of whatever is accepted in 

-the first place and generally admitted as tknown,.,,30 In 

order to understand Heidegger's suggestion, it is necessary 

to understand his notion of freedom. Freedom reveals what-

ever is evj.dent and allows whatever is, to remain what it 

is. "Freedom reveals i tsel£. as the t letting-be' of what-is. ,,31 

Freedom can unveil things for us on account of its "ex-

sistenceii~-the innate capacity to stand out from or to 

transcend ourselves. Ex-sistence, grounded in truth is 

"the exposition into the revealed nature of what is as 

such. 1I32 Ex-sistent Da-sein, which is the letting-be of 

what-is, allows man to be free and to accept his freedom. 

When man embraces this freedom and becomes this freedom, 

he has a choice between actual possibilities. Hence, 

freedom or the power to allow things to be, is not an 

attribute of man. Instead, Da-sein or freedom possesses 

man and dictates the terms of his relationship with the 

world. In summary, Heidegger states: 

Freedom, so understood as the letting-be of 
what is, fulfils and perfects the nature of 
truth in the sense "that truth is the uncon
cealment and revealment of what-ise 'Truth' 
is not the mark of some correct proposition 
made by a human 'subject' in respect of an 
'object' and whjch then--in precisely what 



sphere we do not l~novr--coul1ts as 'true'; 
truth is rather the revelation of r:hat-is, 
a rGvelat'ion througll which something 
'overt' comes into force. All hlman be
haviour is an exposition of that overt
ness. Hence l. Dan ~ in virtue of his 
ex-sistence. 53 
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It is ~vicrent that Merleau-Ponty's understanding 

of truth is similar to Heidegger's in several respects. 

Both consider truth in ontological terms and agree that 

the most fundamental truth is being-in-the-world. Further-

mores both agree that truth is not a "mqrklt or property 

of a proposition. merleau-Ponty says tha.t we are "in 

the realm of truth,,34 inescapably and Heidegger states 

that Dasein "is in the truth. tt35 For Heidegger, truth 

is the unveiling of being by allowing being to bee This 

unveiling is one and the same thing as being-true. Accor-

ding to Heidegger, the truth is that Vlhich we .unveil and 
- , 

bring into existence by letting it be ~hat it is. Hei-

degger explains that freedom is not our possession but 

that Vie are in the poss ession of freeG.om" Furtt.erTllOre, 

Heidegger's vievlS concerning the grounG. and 'origin of truth 

are simile.r to r.lerleau-Eont;y' s lnlden:tEmding of truth's 

ground 2.nd origin. lIIeaning, being an(1 truth do spring 

out of my insertion in the world. HoY/ever, I do not be-

stow this meaning or truth; I merely, by me2,IlS of my 

body, apprehend and convey the vIOrld' S mea.ning. This 

meaning is present, as we have seen, prior to my analy:::ds 
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of the world. ~l'he world was not waiting for my birth as 

the world 'Ivai ts through advent, waiting for an incarnation 

that will "right" things and bring meaning and truth to 

the world. Merleau-Ponty does not think ;that the world 

has meaning and truth on account. of man's overt behaviour. 

Man is the source of all meaning for MerLeau-Ponty in the 

sense that he is the occasion of the world giving forth 

meaning. Furthermore, as we have seen, for Merl eau- Ponty 

the I which is the occasion of the world having meaning and 

truth is rooted in the world which it both discovers and 

promotes to existence. 

Not only is truth the revelation of being, it i~3 

revealed-:-being. fuus, our entire life, our being-in-the

world is not revealed by truth: it is in truth, and, more 

sit,nificantly, .is trutp.. :Ey virtue of being in the world, 

we are condemned. to meaning, being and truth. Just as 

there is no escape from truth an( meaning, there is no 

escape from truth and meaning, there is no escape from 

being. Therefore, it is evident that for erleau- onty, 

the three notions of being, meaning and truth rear their 

heads out of the same ground: These three notions nourish, 

support and reflect upon each other: they bask in the 2arne 

light and cast the same shadow because they are inter

dependent, self-reflexive and co-extensive. meaning, 

being and tr~th could be characterized as three transcen

dental categories of being-in-the-world. 

It cannot be cha.rged that lVIerleau-Ponty has not 
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broken away from the traditional notions of truth and has 

merely presented another subjective understanding 6f truth& 

Truth, as we have seen, is the expressio~ of our existewe 

. and experience in the vv'Orld. However, man is not the 

creator or bestower of meaning,being and truth. The world 

has life by virtue of our presence but we do not determine 

the course of its life. VIe inherit a world, lived in by 

other men who have all left their mark upon the Vlorld: 

I take up my dV/elling in lives ,which are not 
mine. I confront them, I.make one known to 
the other, I make them eque.lly p02sible in an 
order of truth, I make myself respol1.eible for 
all of them, and I create 8."L1l1i versal life ••• 
The words , lives and colours vlhich ex:oress me 
come out of neas gestures e They arf~ torn from 
me by what I ,{Iant to say as my gestl..ireE: are by 
what I ,;yant to do'" In this senf.,e, there is in 

. all expreesion a slJOntaneity r.'hi cll v:ill not 
tal erat e any COIIlii18.nds t not even thos e I \volJ~d 
like to give to myself ••• o3 6 

The spontaneity of language rillich embraces and "Lilli tes all 

. of us is ourselves "vIi th our roots , our growth and, as 

we fJay, the fruits of our tOil$1I37 

riian finds hims elf' ro ot ec. ancl engo.lfed in a world 

already having r.leEming, being [md truth. To say that E18n 

is the creator of the world f E~ meaning and truth is akin to 

arguing th8.t a plant is completely responsible for its 

fruit G We, like the plant, are rooted in our E,To1.,md vihich 

is the perceptual world and could not live or bear fruit 

if Vie were not root ed in the lJ erc eptual v.:orld. Our fruit, 
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like the fruit of a plant, ~.s the outcome of the entire 

environment incluc.ing the plant and the gTO.lIDd working 

.. together. Whilst truth is an expression of our existence 

and e.xperience of the world, it is evident that truth is 

not subj ecti ve on account o·f our existenc e and experier,ce 

being rooted in and depe:1.dent upon the world for its 

riJ.e~ing and truth. Man's appeal to history is an "invo

cation to truth which is never createfl by what is incribed 

in history, but which, insofa.r as it is truth, rec:uires 
I 

I~hat Inscription. ,,38 Meaning, being and truth are not 

.!created by our presence in the world, which is our inscrip
-! 
j tion on the world. Neverthele::::s, the world requires our 

presence if it is·to·convey meaning, being and truth: 

'There is only being': each experiences 
himself given over to a body, to a situa
tion, throl:gh them to being and vYhat }:e 
knows of himEelf entirely pB.ESeS over to 

·the other the very in::::tant he experiences 
the other t s medusan po\'ver. 39 

On accolmt of this experience, vve.lmov! that we are rooted. 

and "inscribed in the' world". The world we are rooted and 

inscribed in is "of being, has consistencY', order,meaning 

and there is a way to comprehend it. ,,40 . 

. We must cease thinking that truth is springing for

ward from the subject; I alJl insepara.ble from my ground 

which is the phenomenal world and together we a.re one 

whol·e. "It is a matter of understanding that truth i t-

self has nO'meaning outside of the relation of transcen-
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dence, outside of the .!Leberf?ti~ tmvard the horizon--that 

the 'subjectivity' and the 'object' are one sole whole •••• Al 

Above all, we must remember that "i t is not we v'lho perc ei ve, 

it is the thing that perceives itself at the depths of 

42' speech. " 

If to be in the world, is to be in truth, how is 

it possible to not be in truth? In other words, is 

illusion or falsehood a possible mode of being? By tra-

ditional standards, in order for a theqry of truth to be 

acceptable, it must be able to account for the occurrence 

of the opposite of truth--falsehoodo As we have seen, 

Merleau-Fonty's theory of truth is a radical departure 

from traditional theories of truth~ Nevertheless, his 

theory of truth does explain the occurrence of error. 

Just as Merleau-Ponty did not explain the presence of 

truth in dualistic terms, he does-not explain the occur-

rence of falsehood in dualistic term@o Neither truth nar 

falsehood is a relation, a structure, a proposition or a 

correlate. In tr~ling to understand the occurrence of 

error , it is not a matter of choosing betvveen "a philoso

phy of immanence or a rationalism which accounts only for 

perception and truth, and a philosophy of transcendence 

or absurdity which accounts only for illusion and error. 1I43 

Given that truth is a possibility for man, falsity 

must also be a possibility for man. Each of us Imow8 that 
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we have made mistakese In trying to understand why we 

make mistakes, it is essential that we think of our life, 

to use William James' term, as a stream of consciousness 

and not asa series of isolated, independent incidents. 
. . 

I discover errors in the light of past and future per-

ceptions and my possession of the truthe "We know that· 

there are errors only because we possess truth, in the 

name of which we correct errors and recognize them as 

errorse"44 Similarly, our express recognition of a truth 

is: 

much more than the mere existence within us 
of an unchallengeable idea, an immediate 
faith in what is presented~ it presupposes 
questioning, doubt, a breal{ with the imL1edia.~ ~, 
and is the correction of any possible error~ ~ 

The conditions of possibility for truth 8.nd falsehood are 

identical. As a project of the world, as a being in the 

world, there is a possibility tha~ I may mi~-interpret my 

relationship with the world: 

••• 1 can never coincide with my life which is 
forever fleeing from itself, in spite of which 
there are inner perceptions o For the same 
reason~ am open to both illusion and truth 
a.bout mys elf: that is there are acts in which 
I collect myself together ~n order to surpass 
myself .,46 . 

Merleau-I)ontyts conception of falsehood, like his 

conception of truth, is influenced by Heidegger's under-

standing of falsehood. Considering that truth is the 

revelation by way of "letting-be" that which is Ijresent, 
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Heidegger suggests that concealment denyirig revelation ~ 

the overtness of the world is "non-revelation and thus 

the untruth which is specific of and peculiar to the 

nature of truth. ,,47 The meaning is not perceived because 

it is not unveiled or revealed to me. 

Meaning, which emerges from a situation by means 

of the retrograde movement of truth~ on occasions may not 

be "triggered off" or to the surface may be brought the 

'- wrong series of remembrances. You see a man across the 

street whom you do not recognize. As you draw closer to 

the man you see that this man is an old school-friend and 

not_a stranger. Your mistake had been made because what 

\'Vas present had not been fully presented or revealed. The 

mistake was made on account of the failure to encompass 

all that is "there" in your vision. The condition of 

possibility for this mistake ig the same as the condition 

of possibility of not making a mistake--our being in the 

world. The error occurred because your vision was too 

narrow or too shallow.. Thus,' there was an absence of 

something which is there to be seen. In short, not all 

the meaning of the field of vision was perceived. 

In order to explain how the meaning is perceived, 

Merleau-Ponty recalls an incident in a tobacconist's shop .. 

Upon hearing the cJerk say "5hall I wrap them together?", 

Merleau-Ponty admits that he understood the phrase, which 
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for him was spoken in a foreign language, after a few 

seconds but all 'at once the meaning came to him. !lance 

the meaning is given, the signs taKe on the full value 

of t signE t. But first the meaning must be given. ,,48 How 

is this meaning 'civen? "Probably· a chunk of the verfJ,o..l 

chain is identified, projects the meaning which returns. 

upon the signs. ,,49 As discussed earlier the mecmine is 

not perceived by means of a series of inductions but is 

the sudden surfaci.ng of previous sedimented perceptions e 

In the case of error ~ there is a germination of what win 

have been "Lmderstood, as is the case when we pe.rceive the 

truth. The differenc e betvveen the occurrence of falsity 

and truth is that, in the case of error, we have not peX"

ceived the meaning or have J:;erceived only part of the 

meaninge Therefore, the germination of what .we helve 

underE~tood will be a development of a meaning which has 

been only partly perceived. Hence, what will have been 

understood is not the meaning or not the full meaning of 

the evente 

There is only one act which v'lith one stroke break s 

through "all possible doubts to reach complete truth: 

this act of perception, in the wide sense of knowledge cl 

existencese"50 Vlhen my perception has not cut through 

all possible doubts, has not unveiled the meaning, a 

mistake has been made. I can only "be 8,ssured of genuine 
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willing, living or believing provided that in the first 

place I actually do will, live or believe and thus fulfill 
. 51 

my exist enc e. II Desdemona truly loves Othello. Othello 

fals ely believes that Desdemona. .. loves Cassio becaus e he 

does not "feel" or Itexperience tl Desdemona's love for him. 

Furthermore, he is mistaken because the meaning of Des-

demona's relationship to him and to Cassio is not per-

. ceived by Othello. Her feelings are not encompassed by. 

his presence in the world. To use Heidegger~ari .. terms, . . . 

her feelings are not uncovered by Othello's Dasein. 

If the truth is that which is given forth or 

revealed, then, falsity, which is the unrevealed, is ante-

cedent to truth. Falsity is being which is covered and 

not yet evident. Hence~ it is in need of being promoted 

to truth. Falsity can be promoted to truth on account 

of manfs openness·to the world and to truth. Although . 
falsity is unrevealed being, it is not non-being: it is 

still being. Falsity; becomes truth once it is unveiled 

and the meaning is given forth or is evident. "The truih 

is," states Merleau-Ponty: 

that neither error nor doubt ever cuts us off 
from truth because they are surrounded b;y a 
world horizon in which the teleology of con
sciousness summons us to an effort at resol
ving it.,52 

Falsity which is antecedent to truth is only a possibility 

for man on the ontic level of his existence. Henc~, false-
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- "" II hood is merely an eddy on the surface of the stream of 

consciousness" and, therefore, fails to affect significantly 

the course of our lives. Our implantation in the world 

can not be swept away or null"ified by the occurrence of 

falsity • 

. Prior to the devising of methods of proof and 

theories of cognition by thought already present and 

established in the world, our perceptual faith which is 
- -

"an adherence that knows itself to be beyond proofs" 53 

assures us that there is meani.ng', being and truth, and 

that we are engulfed by this world. Our certitude is 

on account of our spontaneous recognition prior to a 

series of deductions that we are inhabiting a world full 

bf meaning and that our inhabiting of truth is by "our 

,whole selves , without there being need to choose nor even 

distinguish between the assurance of seeing the true, be-

cause in principle- they are one and the same thing--_ 

, ,,54 
f·al. th,.o .. 

By virtue of perceptual faith we are able to I 

launch into philosophy and, ~hus, are able to interrogate 

man's nature. Philosophy vvhich emerges from perceptual 

faith is "perceptual faith Questioning itself about 

't If "55 0 b d 1 k b'l't t d d 1. se. ur 0 y, senses, 00, a 1. l Y 0 un erstan 

speech and to speak are "¥leasurants (mesurants) for Being." 

Furthermore, states Merleau-Ponty: 



the perception of the world and of history is 
the practise of this measure ••• If we are 
ourselves in question in the very unfolding 
of our life, it is not because a central non
being threatens to revoke our consent to 
being at each instant; it is because we our
selves. are one sole continued c~uestion, a 
perpetual enterprise of taking our bearings 
on tlie donstellation of the world. 56 
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On account of this continual ques.tioning and 2..ttempting. 

to understand this perceptual faith which turns back upon· 

itself and interrogates itself, we ask such c;uestions as: 

IIWhat is philosophy?U, "Wha:!; is there :j..n the world?" and 

"v'lhat is truth?" Not only are we condemned to meaning, 

we are also condemned to perpetually interrogating our 

perceptions of the vvorld and of ourselves rooted in the 

perceptual worle,. All our questions arise from the 

central question--ourselves. Thus, the question "Vlhat 

is . truth?" is rooted in the queE.tion "WhEtt am I?tI As 

we have seen, there is only being and we are not only 

in truth, vve are truth.. These questions and all our 

questions find their answers in our being-:in-the-worldo 

.Our que~:tions do not require' for an answer' the "exhibi ting 

of something saido,,57 Required is the unveiling and 

understanding of a being and truth vvhich does not need 

to be posited on account of its silent presence behind 

all our questions, affirmations and negations. 58 This 

IIdisclosure of Being" and, therefore, of truth and 

meaning is the reconversion of silence and speech into 
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one another. In other words, "It is the experience still 

'mute which vie are all concerned 'ivi th leading to pure 

expression of its own meaninge,,59 

Although Merleau-Ponty died before completing 

'. le,' OriE.ine de '12,:...' Veri t.£ in which he planned to go beyond 

the realm of perc eption which ini tiat ed us, the unini timed, 

to the truth, it is evident that merlee,u-Pontyt sunder-

standing of truth is'present in his previous writings. 

I; If one accepts the definition of Impressionism as "the 

rejection of the objectivity of r~alism, and the selection 

of one element from reality (li~lt) to interpret all of 

60 nature;!! then Merleau-PontYt Vlho in the writings prior 

to ;L' Or,igine_ 9-.§:.._la VEf'ri t e primarily tried to understand 

the world in terms of the light of perception, ce,n be 

considered 'to be an impressionist in the realm of philo

sophy.. However, just as Cezanne discovered that one 

cannot interpret nature solely in terrns of light, Merleau-

Ponty.also realized that he must go beyond his attempts 

to' understand truth in terms of the light of perception: 

and, thus, he began to v'lri t e his unfinished work L' Origine 

d 1 v ",.· 1-/ 
. _e . a errt...£.. 

As long as men have asked the fundamental questions: 

"-Who am I?", IIWhy 2m I here?", men have also been trying 

to ans'wer the question IlWhat is truth?" We have seen 

that· whilst following in the long tradition of associating 
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being and truth, Merleau-Ponty's understanding of truth 

departed from the traditional theories and lool{ed for 

answers to these old questions in himself, in his being-

in-the-world which is the only source of meaning, being 

and truth. 

II 

Thus far, we have discussed the gTo~tnd and struc-

ture of truth, the act of truth and finally Merleau-

f?onty's answer to the old question "What is truth?" 

,Henc e, now we are in a position to draw some conclusions 

'in regard to lVIerleau-Ponty's understanding of truth'., 

To begin with, a theory of truth is usually 

judged to be acceptable if it meets the following require-

ments: has a definition of truth, has a criterion of 

truth and, thirdly, can account for the occurrence of 

error o In the course of this thesis, it has been shoV'ffi 

thatlVIerleau-Ponty's ~derstanding of truth fulfils these 

three requirements. 

First, for lVIerleau-Ponty, truth is synonymous with 

being. Thus, to be in the world is to be, simultaneously, 

in the truth and to be in the world is indistingu.ishable 

from be~ng in truth. We, who are "~: through and 
It • 

through find ourselves 2n the truth. Truth and being can 

be characterized as'two transcendental categories of 

being-in-the-world. 
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For those who are unfamiliar with lVIerleau-Ponty's 

thought and are attempting to understand his notion of 

truth, their tas~ is a difficult one. Nowhere in his 

. writings is there to be fOlmd an explicit, clear-cut dis

course on truth,- similar to Heidegger's On the Essence 

9f Tr.uthe Throughout lVIerleau-F·onty's writings are found 

statements and short discussions about truth. If one 

is searching for a crystal-clear statement such as "Truth 

is X," one will be disappointed. However, to say that 

.Merleau-Pontyts view of truth is not clearly and explicitly 

stated at length is not to say that Ivlerleau-Ponty's view 

is not presented in his writings. 

If one was to ask the man on the street what he 

thought· truth was, he most likely would respond, "Truth 

is what really is~" When pressed further, to explain 

his answer he might reply "Well, something is true if 

it really exists." If he was asked "How do you know you 

are wearing a shirt?" he most li~ely would reply "Because, 

I can see that I am wearing a shirt." In other words, 

the statement is true when my statement, judgment or 

proposition corresponds to an. event or state of affairs 

and, furthermore, truth is a property of a statement, 

judgment or proposition. ~ruth, as most of us have 

thought, is not a property of a prop~sition, suggests 

Merleau-Ponty. Instead of being a property, .truth is a 
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mode of being in the worlde Both being and truth are 

grounded in our presence or being'in the world. We find 

o~rselves already at work in a world which has being and 

truth before we begin to analyze the world. We, who are 

rooted in t,he world are rooted in being and truth which, 

as mentioned earlier, are like two sides,of the coin of 

being-in-the-world. The task of philosophy is not to 

reflect upon a pre-existing truth but to bring t'ruth into 

b~ing. The philosopher's task, like that of the artist's 

is a difficult one because, in the words of Cezanne, 

"there must not be a single loose stitch, not a single 
, '... 61 

hole for the truth to slip through ••• " The truth has 

been la,id down when the canvas "has locked its fingers, 

it does not waver, it is close-knit, it is full.,,62 

Philosophy, like art, brings truth into existence in the 

sense of promoting to existence or laying down truth 

which we do not invent or create ex nihilo.. Truth, 

,like the world, is not something we either create or dis

cover. Going beyond the either-or alternative, Merleau

Ponty proposes that simultaneously we discover and pro-

mote to existence, truth. There exists between the sub

ject and truth, as there exists between an artist and , 
beauty, mutual participa.tion. One is able to promote 

truth to existence because of the latent presence of truth 

and the sel,f-g"ivenness of, truth. Truth presents itself to 
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us and, at the same time, we bring truth into existence. 

When what had been waiting to be said, has been said, it 

will henceforth, never cease "if not being true, at least 

signifying a~d stimulating our thinking apparatus, if 

need be by drawlng from it truths more comprehensive 

than the present oneo u63 

Furthermore, Merleau-Ponty states that truth is 

"another name for the sedimentation, which is itself the 

presence of all presents in our ovvn!,64 Previously appre-

hended and sedimented truths, constantly being shifted 

and rejuvenated, bring to the surface, new or more com-

. plete truths~ Vve are what we experience and our experiences 

are sedimented within USe This sedimentation or collec-

tion and integration of previous experiences allO\.-{s us to 

bring into being more truths and also to discover our 

past errors. We can only recognize and identify errors. 

and illusions in "the light of some perceptions vvhich at 

the same time gave assuranc e of its own truth. ,,65 We are, 

in short, our sedimentation of previously apprehended 

truths which as long as we are a presence in the world·, 

are being incessantly shifted, re-shaped and rejuvenated. 

Thus, there is a connection between Merleau-Ponty's equa-

tion of being and truth and his statement that truth is 

sedimentation. We, who are ":true through and through" 

are the sedimentation of truth. At this moment, we are a 
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sedimentation of previously apprehended and stored truths 

which .is the presence of all presents, or, in other vvords, 

truth. Simultaneously, we are truth and we are in truth. 

On account of the sedimentation of truth stimulating our 

"thinking apparatus" and, therefore,alloViing us to reach 

more truths or correct past errors, we are a spaV'ming 

ground for trutho Like fish who are unable to escape 

from water, we, who are in the world, can not escape fran 

truth .. By virtue of the sedimentation ,of past presents 

within us, we are able to promote to existence more truths 

and, at the same time, to be inseparably bound to our 

environment. Like fish who are engulfed by water, we are 

Emgu.lfed by being and truth which nourish and support our 

presence in the worldo 

To continue, the second criterion of an adequa.te 

theory of truth is whether the theory can account for the 

occurrence of error. As we have seen, Merleau-~ontyfs 

understanding of truth does fulfil this requjremente If 

truth is a possibility for man, then falsity is a possi-

bility for man. Error can only be understood in terms of 

truth.. lIThe true cannot be defined outside of the possi-
66 bjlity of the false,," The condition of possibility 

for truth and for error is man t s being-in-the-v'lorld.. A 

mistake is made when all that is present and given forth, 

or, in Heideggerian terms, the "what-is fI, is not fully 

revealed and given forth. For instance from where I am 
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. sitting, the table across the room appears to have three 

legs. When I change seats, I see that the table has four 

legs.. The first judgment was erroneous because what was 

there before me was-not fully unveiled by perception. 
. . 

Upon closer exa.mination, the full meaning was presented 

and revealed. Our presence in the world is a continuous 

on-going flow which can not be divided into segments--a 

life is not like one long string of pearlso Instead, a 

life, like a stremn, is one continuous, uninterrupted 

affair having a past, present and"future$ Hence, when 

discussing whether something is true or false, the dis-
. 

cD.ssion must take place in light of previous and future 

truths and not in terms af a single judgment because one 

can not separate any incident or statement from the stream 

of one's life: everything occurs and has meaning and truth 

only in the context of our entire-life. For instance, 

every_day I open the front door and notice the brass 

knocker n~iled to the door. However, yesterday, I did 

not see the knock~r. Today, when I looked at the door, 

the knocker was nailed to the door. Considering that 

every day I have seen the knocker on the door and consi-

dering that it is there today, I decide that I was mis-

taken yesterday when I thought that the knocker was missing. 

Every day in the past, the knocker has been on the door 

and, in the future, it will be there. Hence, in light of 
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past and future perceptions I have no reason to think that 

the knocke~ was 'not on the door yesterday. Our experience 

in the world denies the suggestion that we do' not make 

mistakes and correct some of our mistakes. Each of us 

knows through experience that error does occur and is a 

possibility for man. Truth "dawns"on us when subsequent 

meanings shed more light on our previous views and allow 

more meaning to be revealed and given forth" In short, 

error occurs when we "miss the mark". 

The third test of a theory of truth is whether it 

has a criterion by means of which a ,truth can be judged to 

be true or false. In other words, an adequate theory of 

truth should provide a means of deciding if what is con-

sidered to be true is true.' Two popular theories of 

truth are the correspondence and coherence theories which 

have their respective tests of truth. Simply stated, the 

correspondence theory suggests that a sentence, proposi

tion or assertion is true if it conforms to the facts or 

a state of affairs. A classic formulation of the corres-

pondence theory is Aristotle's statement: "To say of 

what is not that it is, is false, v'lhile to say of what 

is, or of what is not that it is not, is true.,,67 AccoJ:bo 

dOing to the correspondence theory, if an assertion or 

proposition is true~ it corresponds to the facts or a 

state of affairs: ~~ est adeouatio rei et intellectus. 
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The coherence theory maintains that our beliefs, judg-

ments or propositions derive their truth from coherence 

,or consistency with a system of human beliefs, judgments 

or propositions taken as a whole. Hence, consistency, 

is the criterion of truth. It is evident that Merleau-

Ponty's understanding of truth is not a version of either 

the correspondence or coherence theory of truth and, 

therefore, that Merleau-Ponty's test of truth is not 

correspondence or coherence. Let us see why this is the 

case .. 

The correspondence theory is based upon the pre-

supposition that truth is a property. If a statement, 

postulate or jud(9nent corresponds to the state of affairs, 

the statem~nt,postulate or judgment is a true statement, 

postulate or judgmento For instance, why is the state-
- , 

ment "The table is red," a true statement? According to 

the correspondence theory, in order for the, statement to 

be true, there must be an object or state of affairs, in 

this case, a red tabl'e, to which the statement corres-

ponds. The statement would be false if the statement 

did not correspond with the facts. Thus, if one says liThe 

taple is green," the statement is false becaus,e there is 

not a correspondence relationship between the statement 

and the facts. It is evident that Merleau-Ponty's unde!l-

standing of truth is not a version of the correspondence 
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theory for eeveral reasons. First, as we have discussed, 

for merl eau-Ponty., truth is not a property or of a IJro

position, judgment or assertion: truth is in the state 

of affairs 8,S they are given forth to us and, simultane

ously, revealed by v_s 0 Thus, Herleau-Ponty does not 

accept the framevlork in which correspondence theorists 

discw::~s and t est truth and error. For r::'erl eau-Ponty, 

truth is given in the act of perceiving. A statement is 

not true on account of correeponding to the: facts or a 

state o.f affairs 'because truth is present in the etate 

of affair;:.: and springs forth from the stsj, e of affairs 

through perception. "To perceive in the full sense of 

the Vlord (as the antithesis of imagining) is not to judge, 

it is toa})prehend an imri1anent sense in the sensible 

before judgment begins, 11
68 states merleau-Pontyo Return

ing' to our example,' how do I knorv that liThe table is red, II 

is a true statement? We must first realize that truth 

is based upon my presence in the perceptual world. The' 

statement is true beca~_se "v-jhat-is 11 or, in other words, 

that which is evident, vvhich, in this case, is a red 

table 1 presents itself to me and, at the same time, is 

unveiled by me. The statement is true by virtue of the 

red table being presented as it is meant by perception 

and not on account of the statement "The table is red" 

corree.ponding with a state of affairs. 1I1\he phenomenon 



of true perception" gives forth, therefore: 

a meaning inherent in the signs, and of 
which judgnent is merely optional expres
sion.. Intellectualism can make compre
hensible neither this phenomenon nor 
the imitation which illusion gives of it. 69 
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Al though corresp'ondence theorists may inspect the world 

to see if the facts or states of affairs do correspond 

with judgments, postulates or assertions, their inspection 

of the world does not discover or establish truth because 

truth and meaning is present in the state of affairs 

prior ·to the mind's inspection of <the world and was offered 

through the perception of t.he constellation of data. The 

truth given forth .by perception is unaffected by the 

mind's inspection of the cluster of data in order to 

,verify that a judgment about the data does correspond 

with the state of affairs" If the "grouping" is effecte:l 

by an "inspection 6f the mind," -it vvould follow that: 

the mind runs over t.he isolated impressions 
and gradually discovers t.he meaning of t.he 
whole as t.he scientist discovers unknovm fac
tors in virtue of the data of the problem. 
Now here the data of the problem are not prior 
to its solution, and perception is just the 
act which creates at one stroke, along with 
the cluster of data, the meaning which unites 
them~-indeed which not only discovers the 
meaning which they have, but moreover causes 
them to. haver mea-ning:IU . 

The correspondence theory proposes that it is the case 

that a judgment is true if it corresponds to the state of 

affairs. lVIerleau-Ponty can not accept the correspondence 
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test of truth on acc'ount of truth being seated in the act 

of perception. Prior to any analysis on the part of man, 

truth, like the v!Orld,. is present and engulfs us. A 

'statement is not true because it corresponds with the 

"grouping" or state of affairs. A statement is true 

because the "grouping" was offered to us by perception. 

The criterion of correspondence is an inadec,uate test of 

truth because truth which is a basic mode of being-in

the-world is not a property which can b:e tested by means 

of correspondence to a "cluster of data". 

To continue, for similar reasons, Merleau-fonty 

considers coherence or consistency to be an inadequate 

test of truth. According to the cohe,rence theory, con

sistency or coherence is a test of truth and consistency 

,or coherenc e is a property of all true propos,i tions, judg-, 

ments or assertionso As we have seen, Merleau-Ponty's 

'way of understanding truth is disimilar to the coherence 

theorists because he does not consider truth to be a pro-

, perty of a proposition. Furthermore, the deliberations 

of the coherence theorists, like those of the correspon

dence theorists, are instances of what Merleau-Ponty cri

tically called "high altitude" discussions because these 

theories overlook the fundamental fact that truth is pre

sent in the world prior to any analysis by man. A state

ment is true not by virtue of it being consistent with 
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other statements but by virtue of the state of affairs 

being given forth by perception. Again, truth is not 

brought into being by an "inspection of the "mind" because 

truth, like the world, was there before man began his 

analysis e 

It may be argued, returning to a former example, 

that the conclusion that the knocker was nailed to the 

door the day I did not see it on the door, cownits Merleau

Ponty to a form of the coherence test of truth. This is 

not the case because my decision that the knocker vms 

not on the door was an error, was based upon the realiz&

tion that every day the truth which, in this case is the 

~nocker nailed to the doo'r, is offered to me and I failed 

to unveil what was given forth on that one occasion. The 

decision that I had been mistaken was not based upon the 

fact that this judgment was inconsistent with past judg

ments and would be inconsistent with future judgmentse 

The judgment was not false because it is "not coherently 

connected with our system of judgments as a whole,,7l rbut 

because I did not reveal and receive all that was offered 

or presented. The fact that the judgment was inconsis

tent vii th' past judgments brought to my attention the fact 

that I had not unveiled the "\'fhat-is". Al though coherence 

is a mark of truth, it is not a test of truth. Error~ 

like truth, comes into being at the level of perception. 
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The "total grouping" was not perceived and, thus, a mis

take was made. The judgment made yesterday , that the 

knocker. was not nailed to the door i.s false not because 

. i·t is inconsistent with previous and expected future judg

ments but on account of my failure to lay down the truth 

whjch was offered. The continuous stream of experience 

does bring to our attention an error but it is not the 

reason vvhy error or truth occurs and is experiencedo In 

summary, considering that a statement is not true because 

.it corresponds to a "grouping" of "data, Merleau-Ponty 

rejects the correspondence theory of truth and, secondly, 

.considering that a statement is not true because it is 

consistent with other statements, Merleau-Ponty rejects 

the coherence theory of truth. 

To test whether what we consider to be true is 

true, we must go back to our IJerception of the obj ect 

through v-vhich truth is presented. In other vvords, truth 

is not tested by means of the mind's or consciousness' 

various methods of inspecting the world. In order to 

decide if something is true, we must rely upon our per

ception and experience of truth. The test of truth is my 

experience of truth. To ask whether there is truth is 

akin to· asking Vlhether there is a world. How do I know 

that there is a world'? I find myself at viork in a world 

and livine; through the world before I begin to examine 
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the world. If I attempted to prove that the world did 

exist, --1 would be "unfaithful to my experience of the 

world <and, thus, would be looking for what makes that 

experience possible instead of looking for what it is. 

The self-evidence of perception is not adequate thought 

or apodeictic self-evidence .,,7 2 Just as the vlOrld is 

not what I think but what I live through, truth is not 

what I think but is v/hat I live through and am engulfed 

by. J-ust as I vvould be unfaithful to my experience of the 

world if I challenged the self-evidence of perception, I 

would be unfaithful to my experience of truth if I asked 

whether truths \7hich are given forth and experienced by 

me are truths. We must not (~uestion whether we do per-

ceive a world: 

we must instead say: the world is vihat we 
perceive. In more general terms we must 
not wonder whether our telf-evident truths 
are real truths, or vd1ether,. through E:ome 
perversity, inherent in our minds that 
which is self-evident for UEt might not be 
illusory in relation to some truth in 
it8elf.73 

I know that there is truth and that something is true be--

cause I am in truth Emd I experience truth. "We are in 

the realm of truth and it is 'the experience of truth' 

which is self·-evident. ,,74 In short, the final court of 

appeal is experienceo For some, this answer is unsatiB-

-factory. How do I know that I am experiencing the truth? 
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How do I knoVl the.t I am living through the world? To ask 

these c:u6stions .is to attempt to go beyond our experience 

in the lived, fmnilis.r world vIe inhabit, which if) impos-

, sible 8 We can go no further that our experj.ence in the 

. world which is the foundation upon vlhich all our l<.:nowled[; e 

is based. 

Therefore, it is evident that although merleau

Ponty's under:=3tanding of truth is a radical departure 

from traditional l{lays of' understanding truth, his under

standing of truth does meet the tb.ree rec~uirements of an 

adequate theory of trutho 

Starting Vii th vvhat is often considered to be a 

banal, exhausted quettion, "What is truth?" in this thesis 

I have discussed and examined ~,1erleau-Pontyt s complex 

understanding of truth V\lhich is his new answer to a ques

tj.on vvhich is 8.8 old as philosophy. We are: engaged in 

. philosophy, stated Heidegger, when \o7hat at first appeare::l 

to be banal becomes complex. 
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